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OUR NEWSPAPER
The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local newsletter. Although it has
developed over the years, it has retained its strong community character, being produced
mostly by volunteers with only one aim: to serve its community. Financed solely through
advertising, it guards its not-for-profit, non-commercial status and its independent voice. The
Diary carries a strong editorial bias towards the people, environment and character of the
place it serves. Its monthly circulation is 4000 copies and it is available in Warrandyte, North
Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park Orchards, Wonga Park, Warranwood, North Ringwood,
Kangaroo Ground and Research.

A SPECIAL PLACE
Warrandyte (approximate population 8000) is situated on the Yarra River, some 27km from
Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked hunting ground of the Wurundjeri people,
in 1851 Warrandyte became the site of the first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon
established its character as a small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river valley.
Around 1900 the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were joined by a number of young
painters who were founding the Australian nationalist arts tradition. Now a commuter suburb
of Melbourne, the natural beauty, community spirit and sense of independence of Warrandyte
has been largely retained. This newspaper is the voice and true expression of that spirit.
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all me vain, but I
do not look good
in a bicycle helmet.
There is simply no
other item of apparel that robs you of dignity so
completely. I mean really and
truly, no-one will ever take you
seriously with a small marsupial crouching on your head.
Can you imagine a grown man
wearing lycra and a bicycle
helmet ever becoming prime
minister for instance?
But last weekend I was
forced to re-evaluate my relationship with my polystyrene
turban. The bike hat is now
my friend. Let me explain the
circumstances.
For a start, it was hot. We’d
already cycled from Warrandyte to Montmorency, which
may not sound a long way, but
given that a bicycle path can
be defined as the longest possible distance between two
points, it probably equates
to about half way to Sydney
along the Hume Highway. My
isotonic drink bottle fell out
at the first bump, my seat
was trying to saw through my
inner thighs and my hair had
broken into a mad sweat that
streamed down my face and
under my clothes looking for
the most uncomfortable route
to my groin possible.
I was also having serious
difficulties with gear selection.
I don’t mean, “Will I wear the
flesh-hugging lycra covered
in advertising for things you
can only buy in Italy or the
tracksuit with bogan written
all over it?” No, I mean the
idea that a modern bicycle

needs a selection of 135 gears
on the off chance you want to
ride up the side of a building
at approximately the same
speed as a brick. Every time I
changed gears I set off a chain
reaction of cogs and levers
that sounded like a motorbike

being put through a blender
and end up dislocating my
hip. By the time I’ve found
the gear I was looking for we’
drolled to a stop!
Following Narelle is another
distraction. I am sure there
are many men in Warrandyte

who have fantasised about
my wife’s bottom on a bicycle
seat—which I have to say is
rather like watching Free Willy
swallowing krill.
And before you chastise
me for riding on the footpath
when there was a clearly
marked bicycle lane on the
road beside us, you need to
know that I recently ran into
a car door. Which just goes to
show how dangerous they can
be even when they’re closed
and the car is unattended.
Finally there is the whole
question of town planning.
And while I fully appreciate
the need for power poles if
we want to have electric light
and heated towel rails, the
fact remains that a concrete
path confronted by such an
obstacle needs to decide
on which side of the pole
it is going to pass. All the
VicRoads Footpath Planning
Officer had to do was make a
decision. Running the path on
both sides of the pole is not a
solution; it is the absence of
a solution.
And yes, I may have been
pre-occupied at the time, but
I had a lot on my mind. So
when suddenly presented
with both a left and a right
option to avoid this unforseen
obstruction I chose neither
and promptly forgot about
bridge congestion, the cat
curfew, Bec and Leyton’s
latest relationship problems
or whatever it was I was worrying about up to that point.
That is why my bike hat is now
my friend. It bears the dent
on the crown like a badge of
honour. I have even started
wearing it the right way round.
And vanity notwithstanding,
I will never complain about
bicycle hair again.
ALAN CORNELL
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Fire station on the way
By SCOTT PODMORE and
MICHELLE PINI

SOUTH Warrandyte CFA will receive
a brand new fire station and have
three career fire fighters on duty 24/7
after Manningham council issued a
town planning permit last week.
The site of the new modern facility is 27–35 Falconer Rd in Park
Orchards where two poultry sheds
were housed.
“Site works should start within a
few weeks,” an excited South Warrandyte CFA captain Greg Kennedy
told the Diary. He added the project
had “been on the boil” for about
five years.
The new state-of-the-art building
will consist of purpose-built areas

including: three engine bays, breathing apparatus cleaning room, storage area for both female and male
turnout gear, offices, day rooms for
staff and volunteers, a multi-purpose
meeting room, a dormitory for career
staff and an external storage shed for
additional appliances.
Traffic lights operated from the
station will be installed at the main
access point opposite Yeoman Court
to assist appliances to safely enter
Falconer Rd.
Once the station is built, the CFA
will appoint career fire fighters to the
South Warrandyte brigade and their
presence will bolster the committed
service currently provided by brigade volunteers. The initial manning

will be a station officer, a leading fire
fighter and a fire fighter and three
career fire fighters available around
the clock.
“The career fire fighters will be a
valuable addition to our fire fighting
capability and will assist the volunteers not only at South Warrandyte
but throughout the greater Warrandyte area,” Cpt Kennedy said.
“The addition of career fire fighters
is welcomed by the brigades and the
CFA is to be congratulated for acting
positively to the growing needs of
our community. “The advantage
of career fire fighters is a quicker
response rate—estimated at 90
seconds, meaning better service
delivery for residents.

“In the long term, having career fire
fighters based at the station will take
a lot of pressure off brigade members
and their families and employers in
an area with a big commuter population.
The service improvement is a component of the CFA’s overall strategic
planning, funded by the Victorian
State Government, to continue to
provide greater service across the
metropolitan Melbourne rural/urban
interface.
“South Warrandyte volunteer members and surrounding CFA brigades
would continue to protect lives and
property in the area during and after
the construction of the station. Volunteers always will be an essential

Outreach needed
for new residents

Goodbye
Autumn,
Hello
Winter

By EMMA CARINCI

MORE needs to be done to encourage new Warrandyte residents to
get behind their local fire brigade,
according to North Warrandyte CFA
captain Mick Keating.
Residents moving from urban areas—which are serviced by the
government-funded Melbourne Fire
Brigade—into semi-rural areas like
Warrandyte are often unaware how
heavily the CFA relies on community
donations to fund local emergency
services, Cpt Keating says.
He acknowledges the CFA is well
supported by a generous Warrandyte community but says more
work needs to be done to reach out
to people new to Warrandyte.
“There needs to be a concerted effort to get that knowledge out there
to new residents in the area,” he
explains, saying the high percentage
of people in Warrandyte who rent
can make it challenging to properly
disseminate that information.
North Warrandyte resident of
more than 50 years, Andrea Gleeson
agrees, “I’ve seen my fair share of
bushfires over the years ... it is really [important for] the newer locals
to understand how crucial their
donations are. In past decades, it’s
been common practice for locals
to generally make two donations a
year to really great causes. The CFA
is definitely one that should be at
the top of the list,” Ms Gleeson says.
President of the Warrandyte Community Association (WCA) Dick
Davies agrees more outreach is
needed. He says while the WCA has
been very active in promoting fire
readiness, particularly through the
Be Ready Warrandyte campaign,
contributing to the CFA also needs
to be part of the message.
“We need to emphasise that all
these things are voluntary and
they [the public] should try to
support [the CFA],” Mr Davies says
adding this will now be a feature
at WCA-hosted events about fire
readiness.
“People need to recognise that
this is public sprit and civic responsibility at its best.” The CFA is one
of the largest volunteer emergency
services in the world, responding
to protect life and property— not
only during bushfires but also car
accidents, house fires and other
emergencies in our community.

ASH
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BUILDERS
O F

B U I L D I N G

Diary photographer
extraordinaire Bill
McAuley captured
some lovely remnants
that remained from
Autumn as we move
into winter.

Don’t leave it till June 30 to get you business
and personal taxation affairs in order.
Speak to us now - we can help you.

WE CREATE
AWESOME SPACES
FOR YOU TO ENJOY
New Homes, Renovations
Carpenters for Hire

Adrian Oehlmann

0419 567 107
30 Years Experience

www.ashobuilders.com.au
Registered Building Practitioner:
DB-U 12635

part of our response,” Cpt Kennedy
said.
“Many thanks to Manningham
council who have been wonderful to
deal with during the town planning
and building application process.
Many thanks to the State Member for
Warrandyte, Ryan Smith, who was
able to ensure the land acquisition
did not get bogged down in too much
red tape.”
The community is invited to drop
by the Park Orchards Farmers Market on Saturday 20 June (between
9am and 1pm) when residents can
inspect the building proposals and
have any questions answered. Fire
trucks will also be on hand to provide entertainment for the kids.

DEAD, DANGEROUS & LARGE TREE SPECIALIST
tree removals – tree pruning & surgery
stump removal – storm damage – prompt reliable service
free quotes and advice – 24 hour service
fully insured – experienced climber

adrian@ashobuilders.com.au
facebook.com/asho.builders

Brian Spurrell FCPA (local resident) and associate
Hien Hoang CPA guarantee personalised attention
to all accounting/tax requirements and business advice.

We will visit you.

“We are the accountants who care”
Personalised Taxation &
Accounting Services Pty Ltd

Certified Practising Accountants

BEN 0417 364 178 – Qualified arborist
Your local service provider for 15 years

PO Box 143, Warrandyte, 3113

T: 9844 2409 or 0412 011 946
E: bspurrell@ptasaccountants.com.au
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Kids remember
stolen generation
By LARA McKINLEY

A POIGNANT and moving art installation remembering the Stolen Generations and featuring artwork from
Warrandyte Primary School children
and five other local schools was
installed by Manningham Council,
as part of Reconciliation Week 2015.
More than 600 students—including 90 from Warrandyte Primary
School—wrote messages and designs on cut-out letters, each letter
forming a part of the word sorry.
The words were set up in the Civic
Plaza gardens at Doncaster in a long,
flowing snake, on Sorry Day.
Wurundjeri elder Uncle Bill Nicholson Jnr had a simple message to the
children who took part: “Well done.”
“Respect comes from education.
Kids are the future to fixing up this
country. They are the ones who will
bring our society together,” he told
the Diary.
Manningham mayor Cr Paul McLeish said the project was designed
to give teachers an opportunity to
explore the meaning of Sorry Day
with their students, “not so much
on the past sadness of the Stolen
Generations, but more on the positive wishes for future generations of
Aboriginal children.
“Some children chose to do artwork on [their letters], others wrote
extremely thoughtful messages. The
whole effect of the letters installed
… was stunning and extremely poignant,” Cr McLeish said.
The artwork was part of a broader program of activities hosted
by Manningham Council during
Reconciliation Week that included
guided walks, the launch of council’s
updated Reconciliation Action Plan
and a special storytime at Doncaster
Library. The storytime—which was
led by Wurundjeri woman Mandy
Nicholson and elder Uncle John
Baxter—was particularly poignant
as they were reading from newly
digitised Wurundjeri creation sto-

Uncle Bill Nicholson
on reconciliation...
• Understand the origins of the
place you come from.
• Learn from past mistakes.
• Look after country: we all
call this place home, and with it
comes a responsibility to look
after it.
• Pound Bend, he says, is an
important place. He recommends
everybody takes time to go for
a walk there, read the signs and
learn the history of the place—
or even join one of his guided
walks, which can be booked
through Manningham Council.
ries, released last month in both Woi
wurrung language and English.
Woi wurrung is one of 38 recognised
languages of the Wurundjeri clan.
According to Ms Nicholson the
stories Gurrborra Nguba-nj Ngabun
Baani (Why the koala doesn’t drink
water) and Balayang Wurrgarrabil-ut

(Why bats are black) were a big hit
with the kids.
“There was something about the
stories they had never heard before.
They were just mesmerized, and a bit
puzzled. They said: ‘Is that real, did
an eagle really create that?’ And so
we could talk about what different
people believe.”
Ms Nicholson said the books are
part of a suite of three traditional
Wurundjeri stories that are available for free via iTunes or via the
Victorian Aboriginal Corporation for
Languages website.
Reconciliation Week is held annually from May 27 to June 3. The dates
mark two important anniversaries:
the successful 1967 referendum
which altered the Australian constitution to give full citizenship rights to
Indigenous Australians and the 1992
Mabo High Court decision which
recognised native title.
Sorry Day (May 26) recognises the
2008 apology to the Stolen Generations by then Prime Minister Kevin
Rudd.
For more information or to become
involved with reconciliation visit
reconciliation-manningham.org.au

Traditional dancers perform at the launch of Reconciliation Week 2015
while children enjoy storytime at the library. Photo: GARRY RADLER.

Four little ducks went out one day…

C’mon mum, slow down: With winter comes the rain, a perfect time
for Mother Duck to take the ducklings out for a stroll in such beautiful
weather in Warrandyte. Picture STEPHEN REYNOLDS

BACKUP WIRELESS SET-UP NETWORKS CLOUD INTEGRATOR SMALL BUSINESS MAC & WINDOWS

Your Warrandyte IT specialist
Bora Seker
info@bnsolutions.net.au
0438 072 895
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Break-ins on the rise
Crime syndicate bags $4m worth of goods from 28 burglaries

RUTH BIRCH

WARRANDYTE police and Manningham Crime Investigation Unit (CIU)
are urging residents to be on the
lookout for suspicious activity after
several houses in Warrandyte were
been broken into last month.
Detective senior sergeant Matt
Volk from Manningham CIU says
thieves from a specific crime syndicate have made off with $4 million
worth of goods from 28 burglaries
and there has been a huge spike in
burglaries in the area over the past
few months.
The break-ins generally happened
during evenings between Thursdays and Sundays from 5pm-10pm.
Houses in St Muir Drive, Oakland
Drive and Pamela Court were targeted and significant amounts of
cash and jewellery were stolen.
The Warrandyte Cafe was reportedly broken into over the Queen’s
Birthday Weekend as the Diary
went to print.
These burglaries form part of a
larger series with houses in Donvale also being targeted by thieves.
Affluent properties are the specific
focus of the thieves and in at least
one particular case a resident was
downstairs in her house while the
intruders ransacked upstairs, making off with jewellery and irreplaceable family heirlooms.
A common tactic of the thieves is
to come knocking on the door and
asking for a stranger who does not
live at the residence.

Recording descriptions of these
people, including vehicle types and
registrations, is helpful to police,
and of most benefit when the information is reported at the time.
At a press conference held on
May 26, Det Snr Sgt Matt Volk said
“we’re urging the community to
come forward if you see anything
suspicious call 000 immediately”.
Police have stepped up patrols in
the areas but need the residents of
Warrandyte to be alert to any suspicious activity.
Police urge all residents to communicate with their neighbours
and start a dialogue so that anything out of the ordinary can be
quickly identified and the police
called in for suspicious circumstances.
Police say many people are concerned about interfering or wrongly accusing people of a crime,
however, the spate of burglaries
has proven residents can never be
too vigilant, so residents are asked
to not hesitate in calling the police
if something’s not quite right.
Meanwhile, some time overnight
on May 28, a vehicle in Fossickers
Way and another on Harris Gully Road had their side windows
smashed and personal items, loose
change and personal belongings
were stolen.
Also, on at least three separate
occasions in May, a red and black
laundry bag containing soiled linen has been stolen from outside
the medical centre on Yarra and
Trezise streets.
Anyone with any information
on these incidents is urged to call
Crimestoppers on 1800 333 000 or
Warrandyte Police on 9844 3231.

Plus receive a FREE Choc Top Ice Cream
With EVERY ticket purchased
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Home lost in blaze
…but community chips in again to help family in need

By LAURA DOGUET

TRAGEDY struck a North Warrandyte
family last month, when a fire started in their home early one Sunday
morning.
Lisa and Rod Hume, their teenage
children Amanda-Shea and Sam and
a friend managed to escape the blaze
along with the family dog. Their
three-story home was completely
destroyed and no possessions could
be saved.
North Warrandyte CFA captain Mick
Keating was in attendance along with
crews from North Warrandyte, Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Research
and Eltham on May 17.
“When we got the call at 5.30am, we
were probably there within about six
minutes. But the house was gone by
the time we got there,” Cpt Keating
told the Diary.
Rod Hume reportedly suffered a
cut to the hand and Sam’s beloved
pet rabbit was lost.
Local residents were awoken by sirens, sounds of screaming and explosive noises. The CFA’s major concern
was the risk of the fire spreading to
neighbouring properties.
Insufficient water pressure from the
nearby hydrant forced crews to run
a hose from Blooms Rd and along
the length of Winding Way to reach
the home. The water shortage was
thankfully overcome before the fire
had a chance to spread, enabling the
CFA crews to contain the blaze.
The CFA believes the fire began
from the family’s open fireplace.
The Hume family have confirmed
a fireguard was in place, despite
reports to the contrary.
Nonetheless, it is a reminder for
people to maintain and service their
fireplaces and chimneys coming into
the winter months, Cpt Keating said.
Speaking on behalf of the family,
Amanda-Shea Hume said it’s thanks
to their smoke detectors they were
able to escape and asked the Diary to
remind readers to check their smoke
detectors were working.
Cpt Keating agreed: “Working
smoke detectors save lives.”
No matter the season, he said, we
are always at risk and must take
necessary precautions to ensure
our safety.
While the family was insured, in
the days following the fire it was the
simple things that were missed—in-

cluding a rabbit to help Sam resume
his magic shows for children.
Amanda-Shea reached out to the
community via social media—and
assistance was immediate, with
strangers offering their help.
A recovery fund has been set up by
a friend of the family to help get their
lives back on track. The fund has
already achieved its initial goal—an
astounding $10,000 was raised in
eight days. Quinton’s IGA have lent
their support by giving shoppers
the option to donate their rewards
points to the family.
The Hume family would like to formally thank the community for their
ongoing and overwhelming support.
“We wouldn’t have gotten through
this without it,” Amanda-Shea said.
To donate to Hume family recovery
fund, visit gofundme.com/us4duw

Request to protect
land rejected by
state government
By EMMA CARINCI

DESPITE lobbying from Warrandyte residents and community
groups including the Friends of
Warrandyte State Park (FOWSP)
and the Warrandyte Community
Association (WCA), the request to
acquire a block of land at Webb
Street has formally been rejected
by the state government.
When the five-acre block of
bushland was advertised for sale
in April 2015, community groups
and residents petitioned for the
land to be acquired by the state
government and become a part of
the Warrandyte State Park. A petition supporting the request was
signed by 450 people.
However, a spokesperson for the
Environment Minister and Climate
Change has confirmed the request
has been declined as the ‘environmental values’ of the land are
already protected under existing
environmental laws.

FOWSP’s Beverley Hanson said
the committee are seeking alternative funding. Although the land
is too expensive to purchase outright, she is determined to find an
alternative solution.
“Trust for Nature has been advising us of possible ways (to obtain funds to purchase the land),”
Ms Hanson said.
Ms Hanson also said vendor
representative Gardiner McInnes
Estate Agents had pledged a donation towards purchase of the land,
as the agency support the land becoming a part of the state park.
Member for Warrandyte Ryan
Smith presented the matter in
parliament and emphasised the
environmental value of the land,
while Manningham mayor Cr Paul
McLeish confirmed that state government mapping has shown the
land to be home to 12 state-wide
threatened species of fauna and
five species of flora.
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AFP ransom scam alert
By DAVID HOGG

AN email scam is circulating throughout Australia and internationally, and
at least one Warrandyte family has
fallen victim.
It is a particularly nasty virus of
a type known as Ransomware and
unlike most other viruses it destroys
files and photographs on your
computer. The scam appears as an
incoming email which purports to be
from the Australian Federal Police
(AFP) and to be a traffic infringement
notice. The recipient is advised that
they have been fined $150 for a traffic
infringement and instructed to click
a link to “view your infringement
notice”.
That’s when the trouble begins.
The user probably doesn’t notice that the downloaded file is an
executable file (.exe) rather than

the expected print (.pdf) file. The
ransomware then installs itself and
runs every time your computer is
switched on. If the “fine” is not paid
(to an overseas account) within a
period, the ransomware encrypts
all the user’s files and photos and
you will find your files have an extra
extension, for example, IMG_5401.
JPG.encrypted.
The files are then in Cryptolocker
format and unreadable and the decrypt key is known only to the perpetrators. The victim is then advised
that the fine has increased to $300.
After a further period it increases to
$600 or even thousands of dollars. If
still not paid the user is advised that
the decrypt key will be destroyed.
Of course it is doubtful whether the
files would be decrypted even if the
ransom was paid.

Without the decrypt key, restoring
the files is impossible. This scam
again reinforces the need for all users to take regular offline backups via
memory stick or external hard drive
which is not left attached to the computer. If your precious photos only
exist on your computer and are not
backed up, you risk losing them all.
In reality, the AFP are not likely
to issue traffic infringements, nor
would they know your email address.
Other local users have reported receiving similar ransomware threats
purporting to come from Citylink.
Members of the public who believe
they have been a recipient of the
fraudulent email should report it to
the Australian Cyber Crime Online
Reporting Network (ACORN) immediately at www.acorn.gov.au or to
ScamWatch www.scamwatch.gov.au

Traffic report due in August
By EMMA CARINCI
and LARA MCKINLEY

TRAFFIC modelling of the Warrandyte Bridge road network will be
conducted and a report handed
down by the end of August, according to VicRoads regional director
Adam Maguire.
An additional $140,000 has been
committed in the 2015–16 budget to
investigate ways to improve traffic
capacity of the Warrandyte Bridge
during an emergency, including widening and strengthening the bridge,
Mr Maguire confirmed in a letter to
Member for Warrandyte Ryan Smith.
The traffic modelling will look at
the road network around the Warrandyte Bridge in both day-to-day
and emergency scenarios and is
expected to accurately represent
current traffic conditions.
Mr Maguire wrote: “The model will
be used to assess future traffic scenarios, whether due general traffic
growth over time or resulting from
any particular emergency traffic
movement.”
Once complete, results of the study
will be discussed with both Nillumbik Shire Council and Manningham
City Council.
Member for Warrandyte Ryan
Smith said he is pleased that after six
months VicRoads has offered some
concrete information.
“We now have a timeline and
something to which we can hold the
government accountable,” he said.
“As a community we should be prepared to make a noise if the report or
funding fails to materialise.”
Warrandyte Community Association (WCA) President Dick Davies
has also welcomed the news.
“Up until now everybody had a
solution to Warrandyte’s traffic
problems but nobody had the data.
“We’ve been advocating for this for
a long time and want to see the results. The more transparency we get

Welcome news: Warrandyte Community
Association president Dick Davies with the
VicRoads letter. Picture LARA McKINLEY

from VicRoads, the better,” he said.
Mr Davies also saw this as an
opportunity for the traffic issues to
be looked at holistically, combining
emergency traffic management
alongside the day-to-day issues.
“It might help bring us further up
the VicRoads priority list.”
In related news:

Northern Arterial Route. According
to the 2014 Manningham Link Roads
Improvement Strategy Plan, the
Northern Arterial Route would extend Reynolds Road beyond Tindals
Road to Ringwood-Warrandyte Road.
VicRoads does not have a timeframe
for the project development. The
proposed North East Link is also a
potential solution to easing congestion in north eastern suburbs as it
would provide an additional major

• The WCA is also supporting
the proposed construction of the

Yarra River crossing for Melbourne,
however, the government has not
committed to the proejct.
• Discussions continue with Nillumbik Shire Council to determine future improvements along the Kangaroo-Ground-Warrandye Rd corridor
to address congestions coming off
the bridge, a spokesperson for the
Minister of Roads and Road Safety
Luke Donnellan has confirmed.

• Warrandyte resident Jan Freeman
has started a petition to address the
bridge issue. She says the petition is
calling for another bridge to be built
within close proximity to the existing one. For more information or to
show your support for the petition,
visit the Petition to fix the problem
of the Warrandyte Bridge queues
event page or the Fix the Warrandyte
Bottleneck page on Facebook.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT MAT T IS BACK!

MODERN AUSTRALIAN CUISINE

meal special

brekky special

BUY 1
MAIN MEAL
GET 1 FREE

BUY 1 BIG
BREAKFAST
GET ANY
BREKKY FREE

Free meal of equal or lesser value
One voucher per table

Free breakfast of equal or lesser
value. One voucher per table

Alfresco Dining BYO (wine only) Extensive Wine List – Stage
Dance Floor – Specialising in functions (10 to 250 people)

104 Melbourne Hill Rd, Warrandyte

9844 0325

tues

wed

thur

fri

sat

sun

PARMA
NIGHT

LOCALS
NIGHT

STEAK
NIGHT

HAPPY
HOUR

FAMILY
NIGHT

SUNDAY
BREAKFAST

BOOK
YOUR
FUNCTION
WITH US

ROAST
LUNCH

choice of
15 toppings

15

$

all family
meals

15

.50 $

porterhouse
steak

ridiculously
cheap drinks

16 4-7

.50 $

.50

pm

9.30-11.30am

12noon-3pm
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Internet
speed –
the saga

M
North Warrandyte RIM

The Diary’s communications
guru David Hogg summarises
his investigation, feedback and
hands-on experiences in the local
area and explores community
perceptions.
By DAVID HOGG

AS STATED in last month’s article, if you are in Warrandyte on
the (9844) exchange you should
have no trouble getting a reliable
ADSL2+ internet connection at 4
Mbit/sec or greater.
Both Telstra and TPG can provide
this service and both have spare
capacity. The exception is for those
living in the North Warrandyte area
around the The Boulevard, Valias
St, Glynns Rd and Weerona Way.
These people are connected to
a Remote Integrated Multiplexer
(RIM), a kind of remote telephone
exchange, which only has ADSL1
capability. However, since they are
generally within one kilometre of
it, they also should get speeds of
around 4 Mbit/sec, although there
are few if any ports available for
new users.
My investigations also show
there is plenty of ADSL2+ capacity
at the Warranwood (9876) exchange which also covers the Park
Orchards area. Research (9437)
has only spare ADSL1 capacity.
Kangaroo Ground (9712) is a disaster area for new users and has no
spare ADSL capacity at all. Getting
this information has been very difficult and the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) keep this information
close to their chests.
Much feedback received from
previous articles concerned slow
services provided by iiNet. As
they do not have equipment in the
Warrandyte exchange, they re-sell
Telstra’s capacity which they term
as an “off net” service and throttle
speeds down to 1.5Mbit/sec. They
offer to speed this up for an extra
$10 per month.
Belinda Steve of Aquaworks
Plumbing in Park Orchards has
been in touch as they are moving
to a new property in Kangaroo
Ground. She details a long-running
saga with Telstra in trying to get
even a simple telephone line to the
property and is still on an endless
waitlist for ADSL. She points out
the people in the Philippines with
whom she originally spoke would
not have a clue where Kangaroo
Ground was, let alone the logistics
in getting communications to a 20acre rural property.
Meanwhile, a number of users
in Warrandyte with normally
good speeds are complaining of a

speed slow-down in the evening.
This may be due to Netflix online
streaming of TV shows, but it has
yet to be investigated.
Last month an initial post of
“slow internet” brought on a veritable torrent, over 100 posts in
reply on the Warrandyte Business
and Community Network Facebook
page, concerning the terrible state
of the internet in Warrandyte.
Some of these comments were
completely misinformed, but that
is not the fault of the people who
made the comment, rather a reflection on the ISPs and their inability
to communicate effectively.
Let me debunk a couple of myths.
One comment said: “It is time the
Warrandyte telephone exchange
was upgraded and brought into
this century.” The Warrandyte
telephone exchange, as far as we
can ascertain, is a modern, state-ofthe-art facility servicing the entire
Warrandyte area with copper connections to nearly every home and
business, a fibre connection to the
North Warrandyte RIM, and good
fibre backhaul trunks to Doncaster
and then on to the city, the nation
and the world. It is equipped with
the latest exchange technology
for telephone and ADSL2+. Another comment stated: “There is no
ADSL2+ available at the Warrandyte exchange.” This is completely
wrong but is the mantra consistently churned out by iiNet. What
they actually mean is “iiNet does
not have ADSL2+ available in Warrandyte.” At least Optus say: “We
do not offer Optus Broadband at
your address yet,” which is nearer
the mark.
It is clear the area is full of people
very unhappy about their internet
service. Three things contribute
to this. First: competition amongst
telecommunications companies
has driven prices down, but at the
expense of support services and
truthfulness. No ISP is going to tell
you that they can’t offer you the
service you are requesting but that
someone else can.
The second aspect is the centralisation of support and introduction
of remote call centres. Someone in
Manila has no idea where Warrandyte is, let alone Bradleys Lane.
Every time you call you get someone different. Trying to get a technical analysis of reasons for your

Kangaroo Ground Telephone Exchange

slow connection is a tedious and
time-consuming process, with long
waits to get through to call centres,
being shopped around different
consultants and “trying” various
things such as switching off your
computer and turning it on again.
It’s all done to a script, and an
inadequate one at that. I have
spent hours trying to get customers’ email up and running, with
Bigpond taking days to activate
an email address, then advising
the wrong server names. In short,
there is no-one “looking after Warrandyte” with their finger on the
pulse. Faults are outsourced to
often non-local sub-contractors.
Problems tend to be managed from
afar by “trying” various things,
rather than managed locally by
competent technicians with the
right diagnostic tools.
The third and major contributor
is the non-arrival of that political
joke called the National Broadband
Network (NBN). Its deployment has
been changed so many times by
different governments; the current
thinking is that Fibre-to-the Home
(FTTH) has been abandoned in favour of Fibre to the Node (FTTN).
For Warrandyte, which does not
have a cable-TV service, this will
probably involve the installation
of multiple local RIMs connected
by fibre to the exchange, with the
last leg to the home provided over

the existing copper. The current
government has directed that only
those locations due for the NBN in
the next two years be published,
so Warrandyte falls into the “not in
the next two years” category. But
why would Warrandyte be connected to the NBN in the foreseeable
future at all?
It has a good ADSL2+ service. In
other areas users are lucky if they
can get 1 Mbit/sec. It is far more
easy to deploy NBN to areas with
cable-TV already installed and this
enables the politicians to “look
good” as they are intent on quickly
maximising the number of houses
connected. Far worse, the delays
in implementing NBN are causing
major headaches to the ISPs. The
Kangaroo Ground exchange has no
spare ADSL ports.
Why would Telstra invest in new
infrastructure to address this,
when the NBN might make this
obsolete?
So where do we go from here? I
am not optimistic. Many have suggested that the community should
take matters into its own hands
and instigate community forums,
lobby MPs, invite Telstra and other
ISPs to attend and demonstrate
how they can present a local problem-solving focus.
Perhaps this could be something
the Warrandyte Community Association might consider initiating.

Smart meter
rebate surprise
By DAVID HOGG

AUS NET Services are the
distributors of electricity to
all residents in Warrandyte,
irrespective of the electricity
supplier who sends out your bill.
Some of AusNet's smart meters
were still not able to remotely
communicate data by March 31
this year, the deadline set by the
Victorian Government and, as a
result, Aus Net is required to pay
a one-off rebate of $125 each to
the 230,000 customers affected,
of whom between 500 and 1000
are in the 3113 postcode area.
You will only be eligible for this
rebate if your smart reader is still
unable to communicate online.
If you are eligible, you should
by now have been notified
by letter which explains the
customer rebate process and
outlines different methods to
collect it.
The easiest method is to take
the notice to the post office
within 30 days and collect the
rebate in cash.
Some readers have thought this
might be a scam or hoax but it is
genuine.

Still a draining issue for Melbourne Hill Rd
By MICHELLE PINI

THE residents of Melbourne Hill
Road continue their epic struggle
to ensure Manningham council
adopts an environmentally
sustainable and economically
viable flood mitigation solution
for the catchment.
Ratepayers stand opposed to
council’s original underground
scheme, which did not take into
account the ecological sensitivity

of the area and required
huge costs to be borne by
householders.
In June 2014, after months of
sustained campaigning by the
community, council voted in
favour of engaging the services
of an independent environmental
consultancy to investigate options.
At a workshop with a panel
of community representatives
in April, the council-appointed

consultants presented a
number of alternative flood
mitigation methods. Community
spokesperson Peter Hookey said,
“These possibilities have been
consolidated into a new option
by the panel, to be modeled and
compared to the other shortlisted
options by the consultants. We
have asked to be involved in any
future discussions as we close in
on a final report."

Cr Sophy Galbally has continued
to support resident appeals for
an environmentally sustainable
outcome. “I was very impressed
with the panel’s knowledge
and interpretation of measures
they believe would achieve
flood mitigation. This level of
community involvement in
proactively participating in order
to protect their environment
should be applauded," she said.

The resident panel has since
written to council engineering
and technical services manager
Roger Woodlock requesting a
progress update and reinforced
its desire to remain involved in
the process.
A reply had not yet been
received at the time this article
went to print.
For more info on this issue visit:
yoursaymanningham. com.au
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Memories of Rachel
obituary
RACHEL Schroeder, designer and
typesetter of the Warrandyte Diary,
has died. She was 48.
Rachel came to us soon after we established our first professional newsroom in the Yarra Street frontage of
the then new Warrandyte Community
Centre.
She was with us for 23 years. During
that time, with husband Mark, who
was a commercial printer and IT expert, she helped to build the newspaper’s gradual evolvement as a digital,
fully on-screen production.
No matter what the problem, Rachel
almost always managed to solve it
and, if she couldn’t, Mark was always
only phone call away. Their knowledge went way beyond our ‘turn it off
and turn it on again’ IT skill.
Rachel always came to us on the
Wednesday following ‘copy-closing’,
then stayed with us until the paper
was finally digitally transmitted to our
printers in Collingwood the following
Monday midday.
I always remember the joy and sense
of relief I felt when I saw Rachel’s ‘little purple people-eater’ pull into the
car park. All the problems we had that
month were about to be solved. Under
her flashing fingers, our dreamed-of
layouts began to appear on screen; the
type would be set, with the columns
neatly justified, the pictures skilfully
processed and laid in place, elegant
and appropriate ad designs would
suddenly appear; a proper, profession-

Solution to last month’s puzzle:
Peter’s shopping list read “Soup, a cauli,
fridge, elastic, eggs, peas, halitosis” so he
sang a song from Mary Poppins!

r
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al newspaper would begin to be built.
No matter how much we would rant
and rage around the office, or the
joyful shouts when something turned
out better than we expected, or we
blissfully believed we had landed a
‘big scoop’, Rachel remained calm and
collected, quietly working away, ignoring our carry-on, determined that
the paper would appear on time and
be as professionally presented as we
were all jointly capable.
Thank you, Rachel. We will never
forget you and all that you did for us
– and for the Warrandyte community
across 23 years.
CLIFF GREEN

Clyde’s
Conundrum
David and Patty from Research Road did a
Grey Nomad trip around the edge of Australia
in 2010. They drove anti-clockwise, because
it’s shorter; we drive on the left. Yes indeed,
but really about how much shorter is it?
2.5m, 25m, 250m, 2.5km, 25km or 250km?
		

Solution next month

Like us on

Facebook
Five for Friday, videos, funnies,
news updates, sports news,
giveaways and lots more...
www.facebook.com
/warrandytediary

CYRIL

OUR Rachel was a no-fuss dream as a
designer. She was also a softly spoken
and sweet woman.
Having worked with as many as 100
newspaper designers over 25 years,
Rachel may have been a little unorthodox with technique and had some
unique ways of working InDesign, yet
she was fast, extremely accurate and
often threw an extra hat on as sub
editor and the voice of reason. She’s
the best I’ve worked with.
Though always going about her work
quietly and diligently, both Briony and
I were always aware she really loved
working for the Diary.
She loved Cliff Green not only as a
boss but also as a father figure. Rachel
beamed with joy any time we spoke
about him while putting together the
Diary each month. She thought the
world of Briony, too, and enjoyed many
laughs – despite a grumpy editor cracking the whip to get things done occasionally. I couldn’t help but laugh, too,
of course, the three of us made a great
little team. Briony and I both had our
own special relationship with her.
One of the greatest thrills for us was
last year’s recognition of Rachel as a
top gun newspaper designer when she
claimed Best Newspaper Layout and
Design at the Community Newspaper
Association Victoria awards. I nearly
punched a hole through fellow Diary
writer Cherie Moselen’s leg with excitement. For me, that was the most special
award of the night.
Rachel died an award-winning
designer and a wonderful person.
She died too young. We will miss her.
SCOTT PODMORE &
BRIONY BOTTARELLI

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING
• Taxation Return Preparation
• Electronic Lodgement Service
• Accounting & Business Consultants

SHOP 5, 35-37 DRYSDALE ROAD, WARRANDYTE
9844 2661 A/H 9844 2540

JOHN ROBERTS

and Associates

Certified Practising Accountants

Warrandyte
Community
Market
Under the gum trees,
beside the Yarra on
Stiggants Reserve,
Yarra Street, Warrandyte
First Saturday of each
month – except January,
9am–1pm.
Ample parking.
Light refreshments available.
Bring along your family
and friends.
Enquiries: 9844 4495

The Warrandtye gym in the
heart of the village.
Workout indoors with your fitness coach at
the same time as other members, working at
your own pace. Motivation, dietary advice,
friendship & fun!

NEW MIDDAY MEMBERSHIPS
Only $125 per month unlimited visits

Get intouch for 3 FREE sessions

e
n
u
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two birds
and a barrow

GARDENING

specialising in natural Australian gardens

0488 994 669
2birdsandabarrow@gmail.com

DIARY MINI ADS
VCE MATHS Tutoring available from
experienced VCE mathematics
teacher. Reasonable rates. Call
David 9844 5727 for more info.
SAFE AND SOUND PET CARE
We care for your pet when you
cannot be there. Honest, reliable
and professional care in your own
home. Call Norma 0409 137 246.
AUTHORISED CELEBRANT: 70
years young. 3000 weddings. Still
going strong. Call John Byrne
9844 2155 or 0418 995 189.
M O S A I C S TA I N E D G L A S S
Beautiful panels for doors and
windows; natural themes and small
panels a specialty. Free quotes.
Call Shan 9712 0024.

HOUSE PAINTING Call your
local painter. No job too small.
Seniors discount available. Clint’s
Progressive Painting Service 9844
4969 or 0424 731 830.
PORT DOUGLAS 2 bedroom, self
contained, beachside apartment for
rent. A/C & ceilling fans. Heated
pool/spa. 2 mins walk from Four Mile
Beach. Call Kerrie 0409 359 240.
IRONING Basket overflowing?
Reliable quick service. Shirt
specialist. Non smoker. Free pickup
& delivery. Call Judy 0488 738 458.

MOBILE WOOD SPLITTING
SERVICE Call Terry 0409 411 943
or leave a message on 9722 2592.

SEEKING HOUSE/DOG SITTER
For June, July & August 2016 in
North Warrandyte. Non smokers
only. Call Cathy 0432 740 465.

bradley curtis

Yoga, Meditation &
Creative Dance

ELECTRICIAN

▲ Domestic
▲ Commercial
▲ Industrial and Airconditioning Installation
and Maintenance all areas

By PAUL WILLIAMS

SHAPES BOBCAT Call 9844 2117
or 0410 402 046.

Phone 9844 2135
Mobile 0418 333 979
NO JOB TOO SMALL
REC no. 6161

Release your stress
Improve your well being
Calm your mind in serene
surroundings
Classes for adults & children

BHAVA YOGA & DANCE CENTRE

5a West End Rd, Warrandyte

9844 1128

bhavacentre@gmail.com

Need help?

Onsite Computer Repairs for Home and Business
Experienced Technicians

We come to you
Phone 1300 264 552
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Heritage Inventory (HI)
Number: H7922-0228
Heritage Inventory
Description: ‘The Island’
Diversion Cutting /n The
cutting has left a small island
in a bend of the Yarra River.
Subsequent flooding has
widened the original canal or
cutting dug by the Yarra Yarra
Mining Company, the canal is
now the main river course and
the original river is a willowchoked backwater of the Island.
Heritage Inventory History
of Site: In December 1859
Clarke & Brown commenced
operations at Thompson’s
Creek, on the Yarra. They
employed about 25 men to cut
a canal to divert the river. The
canal was designed to have a
top width of 50 feet, a depth of
12 feet, a bottom width of 14
feet. 1

Two trees that stood together
beside the stolen river now
stand on opposite sides of
the bank.

1

056238NILHPWD 2015-05-29T14:48:22+10:00

www.arcuate.info

In a summer one hundred
and fifty six years ago,
twenty-five men cut twelve
feet down and fifty feet
across to run the river off its
course. Every time the river
burst its banks the span they
cut grew wider.
In a summer twenty-six
years ago my little sister and
I walked the river’s original
path, an invisible backwater
that marks the forgetting of
the cutting of two different
tracks. No one can pick the
exact moment where an
old river becomes a new
river and water still flows
on either side of a small
island. Little sisters don’t
stay little forever. Two tall
trees, separated hundreds of
years before, still share one
another’s sunlight and one
another’s shade.
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Olivigna helipad rejected
By EMMA CARINCI

AFTER receiving 60 objections, the
application for a helipad at Olivigna
Winery has been formally rejected
by Manningham council.
According to Olivigna management, the purpose of helipad was
to enable emergency services to
have easier and more immediate
access to surrounding area. Olivigna Property Manager John Di
Pietro said the threat of bushfires
prompted the business to apply for
the helipad permit.
“During the height of a particularly hot and threatening summer
we thought about our estate and
its positioning and realised that if
local emergency services could fly
in and out of here it would really
help them, which is essentially to
protect and help our community,”
Mr Di Pietro said.
Mr Di Pietro also stated that the
proposal was welcomed by emergency services, including Manningham Police and the local Country
Fire Authority (CFA).
Residents were opposed to the
proposal because they did not see
how the helipad would be of any
real benefit to the community and
believed it was more a decision to
support business interests.
Mr Di Pietro acknowledged that
although the helipad may have
occasionally been used to facilitate
an interstate or international guest
needing to arrive quickly and conveniently, the number of arrivals
and departures would be limited to
two per month, respectively.
Warrandyte resident of 40 years
Kim Dixon was indifferent to the
proposal.
“If there is an emergency, fire brigade, police and air ambulance can
land anywhere. They don’t need
a helipad and certainly would not
use one at the end of a dead end
road with limited access,” she said.
Ms Dixon worked as a policewoman for 24 years, 17 of those in
Warrandyte and has seen many helicopters land in many appropriate,
safe locations. She questioned why
a helipad was suddenly required
when there has never been one in
Warrandyte.
The opinions presented on the
Diary Facebook page indicated
other residents echoed Ms Dixon’s
opinion and agreed that a helipad
would be redundant when there is

ample area for helicopters to land
in Warrandyte.
The Department of Transport,
Planning and Local Infrastructure
specifies that a permit is not required to use land for a helicopter

landing site when the helicopter
is engaged in emergency service
operations.
Other residents were more
concerned about the imposing
nature of helicopters. Olivigna

management maintained that the
helipad would create minimal to
nil disturbance with limited flights
permitted and restrictions placed
on the size and type of helicopter
in accordance with the acoustic
report.
Mr Di Pietro said two acoustic
reports indicated the noise generated by the helicopters would be
well below the Environment Protection Authority 1254 Noise Control
Guidelines.
With the Tandivale Equestrian
Centre adjoining Olivigna’s property, other residents were concerned
about the potential impact on the
horses.
A petition with 29 signatures
from the Tandivale Equestrian centre was received during the advertising period, in addition to the 60
objections.
Other residents were not opposed to the proposal, regardless
of its purpose, and did not think
the helipad would create any major
interruptions, if any.
“With so few flights allowed, I
don’t see how it will be any different to the existing helicopter activity we experience now,” resident
Jaime Noye said.

Manningham council rejected the
proposal on May 26 based on three
main reasons:
• Despite the small size of the
proposed aircraft and the limited
number of flights per month, there
is not sufficient distance from
nearby rural residential properties
and the amenity of the area will be
negatively affected by the noise.
There are also safety issues associated with the use of the helicopter
within the distance.
• Approximately 40 rural residential properties are within a
500m radius of the site which is
inconsistent with the guideline of
Clause 52.15-3 (Heliport and Helicopter Landing Site).
• The amenity of the area will
be damaged by the noise and safety issues associated with the use of
the helicopter.
Mr Di Pietro says Olivigna management has accepted the decision
and is not pursuing the matter further at this stage.
“We respect the council’s decision to reject our application for a
helipad,” he said.
“We are our assessing our options. Our property will still be
available for emergency services.”

No more investigations … just make it happen
Dear editor,
I MUCH appreciate Jennie Hills
putting herself out there in the
Warrandyte Diary, to bring to our
attention (yet again) to the plight
of Warrandyte people getting to
and from their homes each day,
let alone in emergencies, like
bushfires, or severe accidents.
Our government, state or federal, does not seem to care for our
plight and we continue to be the
subject of "investigations" while
our taxes are batted to and fro. In
the six years since those terrible
bush fires we have had no progress on our escape route!
Each time there is a road accident on Fitzsimmons Road or
somewhere in Eltham, the traffic
diverges down the Research-Warrandyte Road, to add to our already congested bridge. I wonder
that it stands up at all! How much
can a bridge stand? How often are
the stresses of the bridge evaluated? Is it suffering from concrete
cancer?
How long did it take Vic Roads
to repair the broken side balustrade? Was it two years? Or was
it longer? That was such a simple
job! What are we paying for?
Now we have some billions of
dollars being batted to and fro on
some road that may or may not
be built and some rail that may
or may not be built and some improved public transport that may
or may not come to fruition.

If we have more buses they still
cannot get across the bridge in
time to make their deadlines or
schedules.
What are we thinking of? We
need another bridge.
I urge all effected to get on
board and lobby our state and
federal members and get some
action going here.
Lastly, thanks to all those courteous drivers who allow traffic to
enter the flow.
We cannot just sit on our hands
and keep on complaining. This
traffic problem has to be fixed!
Yours truly,
Jan Freeman
(resident on the north side)

Love the board,
but please lay off
the Greens
Dear editor,
LET me start by saying I love the
message board that made its first
appearance at the Warrandyte
Festival this year. Asking locals and
visitors what they would like to
see in Warrandyte gives us all an
opportunity to voice our likes and
dislikes about this wonderful town.
I have to say that seeing the
message “No Greens” has irked me

dear diary
Letters to the Diary on local topics
are welcome. They may be edited for
reasons of style, length or legality.
just a little. I was born and bred
in Warrandyte and have always
felt gratitude living in this unique
and leafy suburb. I used to work
in the city for many years and my
favourite time of the day was driving down into the township from
Templestowe.
On a summer’s afternoon after
a long and stressful day driving
past the high school I would wind
my window down and breathe in
the fresh air. The trees were fuller,
greener and plentiful the further I
wove my way down. Once around
the bend getting closer to the
shops my senses were awakened
by the view of the Warrandyte
State Park that wrapped its branches around the town and I knew
as corny as it sounds “there’s no
place like home”.
There is a reason why Warrandyte is as distinctive and beautiful
as it is and a lot has to do with the
“Greens”. The Greens, as the new
locals call them, are the ones who
fight for the environment, the ones
who stand up for their commu-

nity and say NO to mobile phone
towers, fast food restaurants and
convenient petrol stations with a
Subway chain attached to it. They
say “No Greens” like they are a
problem in this town, like they
should go somewhere else or keep
their mouths shut and their tree
hugging ways to themselves.
I for one will not stop fighting to
keep Warrandyte’s environment as
clean and green as possible. I will
continue to protest against anything that impacts negatively on its
wildlife, their habitats and home. If
I wanted to eat McDonalds and sit
by the river bank watching ducks
eating fries I’d visit Ringwood for
the day.
Those of you who say they would
like to see No Greens in Warrandyte may wish to reconsider where
they live or why they visit this very
special and unique place.
Warrandyte is what it is because
of those who care about it, those
who have worked so hard to protect it and who wish to see it remain as beautiful as it is for many
years to come.
So the next time you feel the need
to express your condemnation
of such people, think about how
much love has been put into this
community and its setting and
why you like to be here. So I say
“Greens for Warrandyte”.
Nicole Van’t Foort
(aka Tree hugging hippie)

Bridge is an asset
Dear editor,
THE narrowness of the Warrandyte Bridge is an asset to this community, not a problem.
Research-Warrandyte and Kangaroo Ground Roads are certainly
used as feeder roads for the growing estates to our north but they
are also acting as part of “the Missing North East Link”.
Governments and lobby groups
like the RACV have advocated
construction of the missing link
in the outer ring road for 20 years
and in the interim Bolton Street,
Eltham, leading to the Fitzsimons
Lane Bridge and North Warrandyte
roads leading to the Warrandyte
Bridge suffer increasing peak traffic loads.
In the absence of an agreed long
term plan for the North East Link
widening the Warrandyte Bridge
would provide only temporary
relief and bring more problems.
Pressure to provide slip lanes,
larger turning circles, traffic lights
and even a widening of Yarra Street
would inevitably follow.
North Warrandyte residents
need to work around the problem
to send the consistent message:
“Warrandyte is a bit special, go
elsewhere to solve this problem.”
Doug Seymour
(Warrandyte)
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Illegal rubbish dumping
By LAURA DOGUET

ILLEGAL rubbish dumpers have
struck again recently on Melbourne Hill Rd.
Residents were frustrated to find
excessive building waste dumped
on their property surrounds a few
weeks ago.
This is not the first time rubbish
has been dumped illegally. Over
the last six months, there have

been four incidents at three different locations along Melbourne
Hill Road. Manningham council
has been notified.
Resident Paul Wilkinson spoke
to the Diary on the locals’ behalf:
“The majority of the residents
within this catchment live here
due to the environmental aspect
that the area delivers,” he explained.

Due to the frequency of dumping incidents, investigations are
underway to identify the perpetrators and prevent future occurrences.
“Council has been using a variety of surveillance methods to
identify illegal dumping in Melbourne Hill Road,” Manningham
council chief executive officer Joe
Carbone explained:

“Investigations have revealed
a profile of the dumpers [but] at
this stage we have been unable
to positively identify the persons
responsible.”
The rubbish may be dumped to
avoid paying tipping fees, it has
been conjectured— with residents
and council left to deal with the
mess at ratepayers’ expense.
It is unclear why Melbourne Hill

Road continues to be targeted.
Residents are hopeful perpetrators will be caught and that
fines will contribute to the cost of
removal.
The recent incident remains
under continued investigation
by the council. If you have been
affected by this issue or have any
additional information, let the
Diary know via Facebook.

Dangerous intersection
needs urgent attention
By EMMA CARINCI

A PETITION supporting the addition of a right-hand turning lane
at the traffic junction of Kangaroo
Ground-Warrandyte Road and Pigeon
Bank Road in North Warrandyte will
be submitted to VicRoads soon.
Selby Holland started the petition
after she was rear-ended turning
right into Pigeon Bank Rd. The impact pushed her car into oncoming
traffic. Ms Holland was uninjured but
both cars involved in the accident
were written off.
The intersection has been described as a notoriously dangerous
section of road, the site of a number
of past accidents.
The intersection presents an issue
because drivers do not notice the car
in front of them has come to a stop

to turn right onto Pigeon Bank Road
and—like Selby—have been involved
in accidents.
The section of road is particularly
dangerous due to the change in
speed limit from 60km to 80km immediately after Pigeon Bank Road,
drivers often speed down the hill
and around the corner and there is
a lack of space for people to safely
overtake vehicles turning right into
Pigeon Bank Road.
Initially, Ms Holland wrote about
the issue to VicRoads but was advised that nothing could be done,
as it would involve widening the
road. However Ms Holland is determined for more investigation to be
completed.
“A road safety issue, no matter
how big or small, should always be

taken seriously … It’s unfortunate
that we need to make noise so that
[VicRoads] will listen but I don’t want
to see any more people involved in
unnecessary accidents at this intersection,” Ms Holland said.
So far, the petition has received a
positive response, with more than
200 signatures and many messages of
support. The community agrees the
intersection is nerve-wracking and
the creation of a right-hand turning
lane at the busy junction onto Pigeon
Bank Road will help prevent accidents—including potentially fatal
ones— in the future.
To show your support and sign the
petition, go to https://www.change.
org/p/vicroads-implement-a-rightturning-lane-on-kangaroo-groundwarrandyte-rd-pigeon-bank-lane.

Apply before 31 July at
warrandytediary.com.au/wyaa

Everyone in Warrandyte reads the Diary
For local advertising that works call Briony on 9844 0555
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Snap up great prizes
Looking for the best
advice from a great
photographer? Look
no further than our
very own Stephen
Reynolds who gives
you a head start
with these top 10
photography tips

RULE OF THIRDS

LEADING LINES

	
  
VIEW POINT

Olivigna…your great Italian escape

MOST advanced amateurs and
professionals are very aware of the
basic elements that help differentiate a photograph from just being
“another picture” to an image that
ticks the right boxes regarding composition, subject and visual appeal.
The following points outline basic
techniques that will hopefully assist
you to take better photographs.
Three important factors to embrace from the start are:
Does your photo reflect the theme
My Place, My Community – What
Makes My Community Special?
Secondly, as the competition is to
select the best 12 photographs for
the 2016 Bendigo Bank Community
calendar, all images must be in landscape (horizontal) format.
Lastly, for optimum print reproduction the image quality should be
300dpi. Always take photos in full
resolution and full quality. These
days memory cards are so cheap
there’s absolutely no excuse for
dropping the quality down. In the
camera menu set to FINE or higher
in the image quality setting. If you
need to optimise (reduce) the image
for sharing or sending over email
this can be done on your computer.
The following points outline simple techniques that will help you
take better photographs. Remember, the beauty of digital photography is that you can constantly
experiment and see your results
immediately. The cost of errors is
free and you might well end up with
something you like.
The rule of thirds
This is the basic rule of composition. Essentially, photos
will always look better if your
subject isn’t centred. All digital cameras, even smartphones, come with
a grid option, which overlays two
vertical and two horizontal lines
on the picture, splitting the image
into nine sections. Placing items of
visual interest onto these lines or at
the intersections will achieve a better composition. The intersecting
points are where the viewer’s eyes
go first. Also make sure you keep
the horizon level and not in the middle of the image.
Leading lines (or leading you
into the picture)
These encourage the viewer
to naturally move “through”

WINERY OLIVE GROVE RESTAURANT MASTERCLASSES ENOTECA 54-56 BRUMBYS RD STH WARRANDYTE (03) 9844 4676 OLIVIGNA.COM.AU 	
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in calendar comp
Warrandyte Community Bank photo challenge
THE competition is heating up as
local photography enthusiasts race
to capture an image that best reflects
the theme of this year’s Warrandyte
Community Bank photo competition,
My Place, My Community – What
Makes My Community Special.
With a high level of interest the
closing date has now been extended
to Friday July 17, so make sure you
don’t miss out on your chance to win
and get your entries in.
Twelve winning photographs that
best capture our community and spirit
will be featured in the bank’s 2016
calendar.
Entry prizes include: Judge’s Choice
$500, which will be front cover as
well as one calendar month; Board’s
Choice $200; People’s Choice, $200
voting will take place at the exhibition.
Nine other entries selected to be in
the calendar will receive $100 each.
Top gun Warrandyte Diary
photographer Stephen Reynolds will
again assist in the judging of this
year’s images at an exhibition at the
Grand Hotel on Tuesday August 18.
He shares his knowledge on these
two pages with 10 top tips for taking a
great photo.
Drop into Warrandyte Community
Bank to pick up an entry form or
download from www.bendigobank.
com.au/warrandyte

your photograph, so including them
can stimulate interest. In a landscape this might be a road, river, or
a winding path leading your eye to
the subject or beyond.
This can also be achieved by using
strong lines or patterns – straight,
curved, diagonal, zig-zag or radial,
each can be used to enhance the
composition.
Viewpoint - perspective
Most people take a photograph from eye-level, however
by moving the camera either
up or down you can achieve a more
interesting shot. The key is “experiment”. Get lower, get higher, get
directly above your subject, or even
directly below them. Changing your
viewpoint or the position of your
camera will ultimately determine
the perspective of your image. Admittedly it can be difficult seeing
the viewfinder in very high or low
positions although many cameras
now have a flexible rotatable LCD
screen that allows you to hold the
camera high above your head or at
ground level.
Symmetry and patterns
In the natural and man-made
worlds we are surrounded
by symmetry and patterns.
These can be used to emphasise
colour, texture and form whether
it is in architecture, the landscape,
industry, mechanical or everyday
items.
Lean into the frame
When photographing people
or animals it is best to have
them facing into the picture. If
there is action, for example a sporting photo, leave extra space where
the action is headed. It looks more
natural and leads the eye to where
the subject is going.
Lighting
You want to try and find
subjects where light is dramatic. One of the best times
to do this is during the "golden
hour” - the hour around dawn and
right before sunset, named for the
beautiful golden colour of the sun
at these times of day. The golden
hour is also important because the
low angle of the sun tends to create
striking shadows with an interesting
interplay between bright and dark
areas which increases contrast,

and tends to drastically improve
the look of your photograph. Other
times where light can also create interesting effects include mist, fog or
even rain when wet reflections can
enhance a photograph.
Cropping - Frame your subject
A subject against a plain
background can often be simple and effective but
if you have a interesting object
try “framing it” by surrounding or
enclosing it with naturally occurring
or man-made elements. Cropping is
basically controls the way an image
is framed.
Focus
The key in any photograph
is that the subject is in focus
so that details are sharp.
While you can do many things with
selective focus, it is best to concentrate on getting what you want in
focus. If you want the objects in the
background to appear a lot smaller
than those in the foreground, then
move closer to the foreground subjects and focus on them. Consider
getting closer to your subject—
sometimes close-up shots can show
more detail, which can give a viewer
a richer understanding of your subject and its surroundings. A point
also worth noting is when photographing people or animals the best
thing is to focus on the eyes above
all else.
Balance
The ‘rule of thirds’ certainly
helps create an interesting
composition but sometimes
it leaves an empty space. To overcome that try including another object (but of lesser importance than
the main subject) to help balance
the photo.
Use a tripod
Sometimes, the best
way to get your perfect
shot is to take some
extra time. By using a tripod it will
allow you to set up framing, guarantee extra sharpness and depending on the aperture, can give you
extended depth of field (sharpness
from foreground to background). A
tripod and a longer exposure time
can also help create interesting
images when taking photographs at
night or in low light.

LEAN INTO FRAME

LIGHTING
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DIAMOND VALLEY SINGERS AND
ELTHAM ORCHESTRAS PRESENT

JU

Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch

Music by Franz Lehar, New book and lyrics by Frank Hatherley.
By arrangement David Spicer Productions (www.davidspicer.com.au)

JULY 2015
Fri 3th 8PM
Sat 4th 2PM
Sun 5th 2PM
Wed 8th 8PM
Fri 10th 8PM
Sat 11th 2PM
Sat 11th 8PM

You’re Invited.
Grants Information Night.
Representatives of your community group are invited to attend the launch of our 2015
Community Grants Program. Come along to our Grants Information Night brought to you
by Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch.

TICKETS ON SALE NOW
From $15 to $30

When: Wednesday 17 June
Time: 7.00pm
Where: The Grand Hotel - Balcony Bar(upstairs via public bar)
To RSVP or for further information: Contact Dee Dickson by 10 June, 2015 Phone:
0414 505 533 Email: deannedickson@bigpond.com and making it easier for you to
bank with us when you’re on the go.

WARRANDYTE HIGH SCHOOL
Alexander Road, Warrandyte

We look forward to seeing you there.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call 03 9439 7843 or
Visit www.dvsingers.org

bendigobank.com.au
The

BOOK NOW WWW.DVSINGERS.ORG

Merry
Widow

Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited, ABN 11 068 049 178 AFSL/Australian Credit
Licence 237879. S48941-5 (253470_v5) (8/05/2015)

International
International
International
International
homestay
Homestay Families
Needed

Homestay
Families
Needed
Homestay
Families Ne
families
needed

ARRANDYTE
HIGH SCHOOL
WIGH
SWCHOOL
WARRANDYTE H
ARRANDYTE HIGH SC

241-247 HEIDELBERG-WARRANDYTE ROAD, WARRANDYTE, 3113
241-247 HEIDELBERG-WARRANDYTE ROAD, WARR

241-247 HEIDELBERG-WARRANDYTE ROAD, WARRANDYTE, 3113

Would you or someone you know be interested in sharing your home with an
international student? We are currently looking for homestay families for
know be
interested
in sharing
your
home
an
newly
arrived secondary
school
students
both
male
and female.
Would
you orinternational
someone
youwith
know
be
interested
in
Host
families
must
have
Working
With
Children
Checks
for
all
adults
in
the
are currently looking
for homestay
for
international
student?families
We are currently
looking
household and the student must have their own bedroom.

Would you or someone you
sharing
international student? We
for hom
newly arrived
school
international students both
newly arrived secondary school international students
bothsecondary
male and
female.
families
must
Working
Children
current
rate Host
for payment
is $280
perhave
week,
which
meals a Checks fo
Host families must have Working The
With
Children
Checks
for
all
adults
in includes
theWiththree
day, seven days ahousehold
week.
and the student must have their own bedroom.
household and the student must have their own
bedroom.
If you are interested we would love to hear from you!

The current rate for payment is $280 per week, which incl

The current rate for payment is $280 per week,
which
three meals a
day,
sevenincludes
days a week.
For more information contact:
day, seven days a week.

Pamela Dunstall, International Student Coordinator

If you areTEL:interested
we would love to hear from you!
03 9844 2749

EMAIL: office@warrandytehigh.vic.edu.au
If you are interested we would love to hear from you!
DET Cricos Provider Code: 00861K

For more information contact:
Pamela Dunstall, International Student Coordina
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Blacksmith’s Hut moves again
By VAL POLLEY

ONLOOKERS outside the Old Post
Office Museum recently were
amazed to see a trailer, loaded
with a dismantled building, being
expertly backed onto the site. The
move was the culmination of several months work to save a small
relocatable building from loss.
The Blacksmith’s Hut, a small
timber and corrugated iron building owned by the Warrandyte
Historical Society, was listed on
the Doncaster and Templestowe
1991 Heritage Study as being of at
least local interest. It was thought
to have been occupied by one of
the Sloan family who operated as a
blacksmith. It was located for many
years behind the then butcher’s
shop in Yarra Street. It was later
moved to the Getson’s site (Community Centre site) when the Historical Society set up its museum
there.
The hut was a centerpiece of
a functioning blacksmith’s shop
where every Saturday the blacksmith would undertake repairs and
blacksmithing. With the closing
down of the site to enable the
building of the new centre in the
late 1980s, the hut was removed to
land in Tills Drive owned by Shirley and Ted Rotherham where it
was used for hay storage for many
years.
Fast forward to 2014 and the
Rotherham house and land in Tills
Drive was about to be auctioned.
Manningham’s Heritage Adviser
raised a last-minute warning that
the hut would be lost if the Society
did not act urgently. Frantic phone
calls and an obliging seller and
purchaser averted this fate and the
hut remained on site while the Society sought ways to transfer it to
the museum.
Finding a way, funds and permission proved time consuming over
the first few months of 2015. However, problems were eventually
overcome culminating in the dismantling of the hut on-site, loading
it onto a trailer and moving it to
the museum site in ‘flat-pack’ form.
Heritage carpenter Matt Jeffery
(aka CrackaJack) was responsible
for the successful move (aided by a
number of willing volunteers) and
will also be responsible for reassembling the hut on the museum
site.
The Heritage Architect has written a new citation for the hut that
says it is rare and relatively intact
example of a homemade blacksmith’s wagon/sleeping quarters
with an attractive ‘domestic’ appearance, probably to encourage
trade, which demonstrates a way
of life and business for a single
man during the 1930s Depression.
It’s also important for its association with blacksmith Paul Sloan of
the prominent Sloan family, who
from the 1850s practiced various
trades and businesses in the district, including William Sloan’s

Yarra St butcher’s shop established
in 1901. The citation considers the
hut is of local significance and may
well be of state significance due to
its rarity.
Photos of the move uploaded
on the Society’s Facebook page
invoked an immediate response
with several people remembering it
as being located on the river bank
or playing in it as a cubby. The hut
has obviously had several uses
over its life and will shortly enter
another phase in the grounds of
the museum.
The Society possesses blacksmith
tools and equipment that may
be able to be displayed once the
hut is reassembled. Plans are currently being made as to the hut’s
placement on-site and its future
use. It is hoped the next phase will
commence soon with the support
and advice of Manningham council.
The Society thanks previous and
present owners for their forbearance in moving the hut and all the
volunteers involved thus far. It,
along with many others in the community, looks forward to seeing it
restored once more.
PICTURES: STEPHEN REYNOLDS

Team with a mission: (top) David Livingstone, David Ellis, Val Polley, Matt
Jeffrey (kneeling), Jane Petch, David Carty and Austin Polley helped
relocate Blacksmith’s Hut recently. Pictures: STEPHEN REYNOLDS.
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Eating local:

Four Warrandyte familiesta

Meet the families:

The McKinley-Flavels: Disturbed by Four Corners program. Lara,
Mike, Kayla, Billy and baby Lilyanne. Mike and Kayla fishing at Buxton
Trout Farm.

The Glueck-Stevens’: Organic warriors, looking to reduce food miles:
Andrea, Hugo and Oscar. Andrea pictured with Petty’s Orchard farmer
John Mustafa.

The Whitwells: Foodies, in search of soul food:
Sophie, Nick, Ada and Betsy.

The Lion-Preuss’: Cook-from-scratch veggie growers committed to
taking the next step. Annette, Martin, Kira, Mikaia and Luna.

Warrandyte Butcher
Shane McDonell with
locally-sourced venison.
Shane reckons for beef,
Victoria is local enough.
At the moment his beef
comes from Gippsland.
“You can tell the cows
are looked after. If the
animals are content, the
meat is content.”
Gembrook potato farmer
Joe Pantorno and wife
Elaine. The couple sells
from the Warrandyte
market. “I’ve been farming potatoes since I was
10. I was my dad’s little
shadow.”
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Allegations aired by the
ABCs Four Corners program last month of virtual
slave labour on Australian
farms have prompted four
local families to see if it
is possible to eat locally,
ethically and as direct
from the farmers as possible. All expected to eat
better, fresher produce—
but it was the connection
the families felt that took
everyone by surprise, as
LARA McKINLEY reports.
IT was day three into our week-long
challenge to eat locally. It was a
mad, crazy thing to do and I’d been
researching my little socks off just
to get food on the table.
My family were having dinner. It
was all smiles—with a family of five
that’s the first miracle—then it got
better: My son Billy said, “Tell us
the story of the food.” And just like
that we had shifted from anonymous
supermarket shopping to something
more connected and authentic; our
second little miracle.
We had caught the fish from the
Buxton Trout Farm that afternoon.
There was a roast veggie salad from
Stu and Luna’s farm up at Gladysdale, topped with Anna’s to-die-for
fresh feta from Coldstream Dairy.
The greens were from Fiona’s
veggie patch down the road (traded
for lemons) and our big tray of roast
potatoes came from Joe’s place up
in Gembrook (say hi next time you
see him at the Warrandyte market).
It was all dressed with David’s Arthur’s Creek olive oil and rosemary
from our garden.
This list seems alarmingly long
even as I write it and uncharacteristically posh—but really the effort
was no more than a trip to the local
Farmers’ Market and a lovely family
day out.
And the food—because it was
bang on season—wasn’t much more
expensive than the standard supermarket fare. The bonus was we were
supporting local producers—people
we’d met and chatted to—and it felt
really good. It tasted even better.
It was that sense of connection
that Sophie Whitwell, her family
Ada, Betsy and husband Nick were
hungry for when they volunteered
for the Diary eat local challenge. As
a busy working mum, Sophie said
she felt uneasy she had opted for the
convenience of supermarket shopping and easy-to-prepare meals; that
she had lost the joy in food.
“A part of me was really upset by
that; that life didn’t allow [time] to
prepare soulful, soul food.
“But I have an internal battle about
it. It’s time consuming and I am very
budget conscious. Just how sustainable is this in the long-term?”
Sophie said the beginning of the
week was a whirl-wind of preparations and research.
“You couldn’t just go into a shop
and buy whatever. You really had
to ask where your food was coming
from. It made me stop and think.”
Her first point-of-call was Liane
Hensell at Organic Origins. They
are based out of South Warrandyte
and have an on-line home delivery
service for fresh produce. Delivery
to Warrandyte is free.
“Liane was amazing,” Sophie said.
“I explained the challenge and she
offered to put together a 100 mile
box. To come home and see that
box, brimming with colour and fresh
veggies was a life-saver.”
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is it possible?

estake the locavore challenge

Barry Aumann at his apple
and stone fruit orchard in
Warrandyte. “My grandfather
bought this land in the 1890s.
I grew up here,” he said. 2015
was Barry’s last apple harvest—at 70 he says the time
has come to travel and see his
kids and grandkids.
Clockwise from left:
Passionate foodie John McCormack has just up a small-scale
business in Warrandyte, baking
Danish-style rye bread from his
kitchen with Powlett Hill flour and a
sourdough starter made from wild
yeast. “It’s handmade and as local
as you can get!” he said. John donated loaves to each of the families
taking the eat local challenge.
Local harvest: Gillian Schwab
harvests kaffir lime leaves. She
was one of nine local families who
traded food for the Diary’s eat local
challenge.
It’s like having your fruit and vegetables curated: Organic Origins’
Liane Hensell and Josh Aitken pose
with their 100 mile box, put together
especially for the Diary locavore
challenge.
Three little pigs came out to play:
at Happy Valley Free Range farm in
Wandin North.
Photos: LARA McKINLEY

The locavore
challenge
Eat only locally-grown produce,
sourced as directly as possible
from the farmers. The more
local, the better: everything
should be within 160km of Warrandyte (the traditional 100
mile radius of a ‘locavore’) Each
family gets three leave-passes so
we don’t drive ourselves crazy
(and suffer coffee withdrawals)
Liane said it was easy to put together. “We know all our suppliers and
exactly where our food comes from.
[Eating local] is a great initiative and
it’s helped us look at the little things
we were doing, like where we get our
milk from.”
Annette Lion and her family were
already well set-up for the challenge.
They had a flourishing veggie patch
and were committed to cooking most
of their food from scratch. She said
she spent a long time studying labels,
trying to drill down to find the origin
of their food.
“I do struggle with the idea: is local,
conventional produce better than
buying organic?” Annette told the
Diary. “What’s the priority—getting
down food miles or reducing chemical use? It’s a huge, huge topic.
“This isn’t a one-off week for me. It’s
going to be a continuous change.” As
a vegetarian, Annette found it challenging to find locally-grown grain
and pulses—the nearest source was
Mount Zero, near the Grampians. It’s
sold at the Aumann’s Family Orchard

shop in Warrandyte, but grown more
than 300kms away. Supplementing
her veggie patch proved easier, with
an order direct from Stu and Luna
at Little Feet Farm in Gladysdale,
south-east of Launching Place. I’d
met Stu the previous week at the
Eltham Farmers’ Market and he’d
invited me to check out their farm.
The couple are part of a new-generation of farmers: first-time growers
passionate about developing sustainable permaculture-inspired smallscale agriculture. Their property is
about 45 minutes from Warrandyte
surrounded by mountain ash and
peppermint trees. It’s a tiny plot by
modern standards —just ¾ of an
acre is under cultivation. When I arrived, Luna was planting garlic. “It’s
amazing how much you can grow.
With this land, we figure we can feed
50 families for six to seven months
of the year. We are aiming for nine
months next year,” she said.
Stu presents me with two boxes—one for my family and one for
Annette—brimming with produce:
pumpkins, leeks, onions, fennel and
all kinds of greens. “You really do
get what you pay for. People need to
think about why things are so cheap.
It’s a false economy,” he said.
“The biggest thing [about this
box] is it’s fresh. Unless you grow
it yourself, you are not going to get
any fresher.”
As I cooked with the food for the
rest of the week, I thought: “This is
the best forty bucks I’ve spent in a
long while.” I couldn’t waste a thing. I
even made stock from the trimmings.
The final member of our eat local
crew is Andrea Glueck—a newly-single mum with two boys Hugo and
Oscar. Andrea is run-off-her-feet

busy, but is deeply committed to
her family’s well-being and providing
simple, organic food. She said eating
and shopping locally reminds her of
home and reinforces her sense of
community.
“I grew up in Germany. We’d get
our basket and go to the butcher,
the baker. I love going to the little
shops and producers. I find it really
important, that whole chit-chat
thing—where you are treated as a
person, not as a customer.
“I want to reduce the impact of
travelling and support people living
in my area.”
One of Andrea’s favourite places
to shop is Petty’s Orchard at Templestowe, an organic-certified farm
that also sells Victorian-sourced
vegetables. Towards the end of the
week we took the 10-minute drive to
sample the in-season apples and do
a spot of shopping. Crunching into
a Pink Lady, Andrea said, “They just
taste different, don’t they? So fresh
and crisp. My kids won’t eat anything
else now.”
We spoke with John Mustafa, a
third-generation apple farmer who
leases his 110 acres from Parks Victoria. He knows his apples are good: he
sells directly to the most exclusive of
Melbourne restaurants, wholesale
across the country, as well as direct
from his farm-gate.
He simply can’t keep up with demand. “You can taste the natural
taste, the variety of apple. And the
pears, they taste like pears,” he said.
“It’s amazing: it’s just 35 minutes
from the centre of Melbourne. People
don’t know we are here.”
Andrea’s eldest son Hugo is with
us and listened carefully to John. “I
think by eating local you can make

the farmers stronger in what they
produce. Everyone should eat local,
so you know where your food comes
from,” he said.
It’s a notion Julie Quinton, from
Quinton’s IGA in Warrandyte fully
supports. She said she is proud of
the number of local suppliers they
stock in her shop. “We want to hang
onto that. I’d rather go local.
“Every day we drive up to Wandin to pick up strawberries. The
strawberry guy (Pasquale) is a bit
of a professor. People come here for
the strawberries, they are just that
good,” she said.
We walk through the shop and
cool room on the lookout for local
produce. Apart from strawberries,
tomatoes and garlic, we find several
locally-grown veggies as well as milk,
cheese, butter and organic beef from
within the prescribed 160km. If I was
buying locally produced pre-packaged food I’d be set—the Yarra
Valley is very close by and IGA has
a wide selection. Julie said she still
struggles with food labelling—Australian-made is not always as clear
cut as she would like, and the sheer
volume of products (almost 30,000)
makes it impossible for her to know
all the producers in her supply chain.
The demand for a variety of fruit and
vegetables means it’s not practical
to stock only locally-grown produce.
“I am a firm believer that the food
you put on your family’s table should
have no chemicals, be good quality
and be Australian. Otherwise by the
time my grand-children grow up,
they won’t have a choice.
“If consumers want to change,
they need to get behind our farmers.
Maybe we can all make a change for
a better world,” she said.

At the end of the week our families
got together for a big locavore feast.
We kick off with pork ribs from Jo
Stritch’s Happy Valley Free Range
farm in Wandin and Coldstream beer.
Sophie brings a share plate of veggies we traded earlier in the week
from other Warrandyte families. Andrea’s beetroot dip and warm bread
is divine. Roasted local veggies and
Buxton trout fill out the meal.
The conversation is lively as we
all reflect on the challenge. Some
parts were tricky—after searching
we found grain and flour right on
the edge of our 160km radius. The
fresh produce was easy. We are, after
all, right on the edge of Melbourne’s
food bowl.
All our kids got behind the challenge. The food was great. We felt
healthier (so many greens to get
through!) and we loved sharing
our discoveries with each other.
Sophie said: “For me, it’s put colour
back into the local community. I
nearly cried when I saw how many
people in Warrandyte were offering
up food from their gardens and
tables, people we didn’t even know.
“It’s that type of thing that makes
Warrandyte different, more vibrant
and makes us more than just a
suburb.”
Later in the evening we sat down
to a dessert of roasted local pears
drizzled with Barry’s Warrandyte
honey. I remembered something Stu
had asked me, “What kind of food
future do you want?” I looked around
the table at empty plates and new
friends, everybody laughing together. I thought of the farmers we had
met and supported, the discoveries
we had made right in our local community. I thought: “I want this one.”
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PLAYS
a r c t i c fe ve r s ( c o m e d y )
the blizzard (suspense)

a s p e c ia l o c c a s i o n ( d r a m a )

26, 27 jun e 3, 4 juLY (8 p m )
plus matinee 4 July (2:30pm)
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www.try bo o kin g.c o m /HVXF

WARRANDYTE
JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB

SATURDAY
25TH JULY

7.30PM - MIDNIGHT
Warrandyte Sports Complex

cNR. tAROONA AVE & yarra ST’S WARRANDYTE

DON YOUR GLAD RAGS

$35 20’S INSPIRED ATTIRE
per person

ENCOURAGED

Brush up on your foxtrot and charleston,
because we’re cuttin’ a rug

BUBBLES, TASTES AND BITES
BAND - DJ - POP UP ENTERTAINMENT
GAMES - PRIZES - SILENT AUCTION

tickets: www.trybooking.com/HRUN
First 100 tickets sold get first drink free card
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A tale of two trips
Shocking and
terrible or good
and reliable? Our
intrepid reporter
DAVID HOGG risked
the perils of public
transport to bring
you the lowdown on
using the 906 bus
… and the people
you might meet on
the way.

HE 906 SmartBus leaves
Warrandyte Bridge travelling to the corner of King
and Lonsdale Streets every
20 minutes during weekdays, with a half-hourly service at
weekends and late evening. During
the evening and morning rush, a bus
departs every six minutes. It’s a very
convenient and frequent service.
The trip takes about an hour.
One Friday late in May, I test the
service. I’m the only one to board at
the bridge for the 1.57pm. Seng is our
driver. He started work at 6am and
will finish at 4pm. Today he is driving
over five completely different routes.
I suggest he must have a vast
knowledge of roads and bus stop
locations.
“Nah!” he says with a smile, waving
his hand towards his impressive
array of display monitors. “Bus. He
tell me where to drive and where to
stop.” He is too modest—later he
very capably handles passengers’
questions on routes and which bus
to get.
We leave on time. The bus is clean
and warm. Two luggage racks are
not used. A display board shows
passengers the name of the next stop
and a soft female automated voice
announces each one.
Rachel joins the bus at Webb St.
She is on her way to the city for
leisure purposes. She takes the bus
often and says it is a good, reliable
service. We travel up to Pound Road
and wait for a minute at the bus stop
there, even though no-one gets off
or on. This is one of many stops on
the route where, if the driver arrives
early, he has to wait until the scheduled time. This is also Warrandyte’s
de facto Park and Ride. You can park
right next to the bus stop here without any time restriction.
By the time we get to The Pines we
have four on board. One lady with a
large shopping bag leaves us here.
Cooper gets on. He is going to Southern Cross to meet a friend and has
walked to The Pines from his home
nearby. He takes the bus regularly
and is very happy with the service.
We travel on south down Blackburn Rd and pick up passengers,
on average, at every fourth stop.

Almost everybody touches on with
their Myki and 90% of passengers
at this time of day cause the Myki
reader to emit the double “bip bip”
of a concession fare. One girl makes
a pretence of rummaging around in
a handbag to look for a Myki card,
but when the bus starts off she sits
down without producing one. The
drivers do not seem to be too keen to
police Myki card use. One lad gives
the driver $4 which is put onto his
Myki card, then he touches on which
will take most of it off again ... a sort
of pay as you ride. By the time we
get to the Eastern Freeway, we have
11 on board.
Then a long trip down the freeway. Seng takes the bus lane with
“B” traffic signals at the Hoddle St
junction although we have to mix
with the traffic in Hoddle St. It moves
smoothly and we continue easily
down to Victoria Parade and equally
quickly up to Eastern Hill fire station.
Peter, who joined us at Blackburn Rd,
leaves us here for an appointment at
the Eye and Ear Hospital. Starting at
Spring St the bus disgorges two or
three passengers at every stop and
by the time we reach Melbourne
Central only Cooper and I are left
on the bus.
We continue to King St where the
journey ends, two minutes late at
3pm. Seng changes the bus descriptor to read “Not in Service”. He will

now drive around the block and take
the bus back towards Warrandyte as
the 3.08pm service. When he gets to
George St at Doncaster East he will
end his shift there and another driver
will take over.
In summary, a comfortable, clean
and efficient service.
THE TRIP HOME …
I have some initial difficulty returning to Warrandyte.
I arrive at 4pm at the bus stop for
the 906 at the junction of King and
Lonsdale streets, on the west side
of King.
Two others are waiting. After a
while a passing 907 bus stops and
the driver advises us all that, due
to building works in the vicinity, the
buses now leave from a temporary
stop on the east side of King St. Surely it would have been simple to put
a notice here to this effect?
So I cross King St and find the temporary stop. Deb is waiting for the
906 here and the next bus is due at
4.07pm. She is returning home from
work and leaves from Blackburn Rd
around 8am daily. She tells me the
service is shocking and says by the
time the buses reach her at Blackburn Rd they are full and she often
has to stand all the way into the city.
The buses don’t run to schedule; she
waits ages then two arrive together.
In the evening, frequently the over-

head sign says “Warrandyte 906–1
minute”, then it stays on one minute
for ages, then changes to 10 minutes
without any bus having arrived. She
describes it as a terrible service.
Shirlena from North Warrandyte
is also waiting here. She is going all
the way to Warrandyte Bridge and is
also on the way home from work. She
tells me it’s a good, reliable service
with the exception of the last bit
through Warrandyte and she travels
on it daily.
Our bus arrives on time at 4:07pm.
Hai is the driver. He started work at
5.30am and won’t finish until 8.30pm,
but he has a split shift, with three
hours off in the middle of the day
“and I have short nigh-nigh sleep!”
Nine of us get on the bus here. This
bus is not so Smart: it’s warm, but
dirty, with litter on the floor. The
rear section, from the central door
to the back, is covered with graffiti,
on the ceiling, walls and on the back
of every seat. The windows in this
section are also covered in graffiti
and tags scratched deeply into the
window glass. However, the seats
are clean and undamaged. I wonder
why the drivers don’t stop this vandalism, but then they probably want
to stay safe.
We drive on through the city
picking up many passengers at
every stop. Now the Myki reader
gives a single “bip” to the majority

of full-fare passengers. By the time
we reach Eastern Hill fire station we
have 46 people on board. There are
seats for 40 so six are standing. The
bus is licensed to carry a total of 77
passengers.
We move on slowly but surely in
the traffic down Victoria Parade and
left into Hoddle St. Ravi is sitting next
to me. He is a student in the city and
is travelling to The Pines where he
will change buses for a further short
journey home. By the time we reach
the freeway there are 43 on board,
three are standing. The bus makes
good progress along the freeway,
only a couple of times having to
move into the left service lane to
pass congested traffic.
Almost everyone on board has an
iPad, iPhone or tablet.
Some have earphones in and are
listening to radio or music. Some are
reading emails; others are playing
games. Youngsters are composing
emails or text messages with impossible speed and dexterity, their
fingers dancing accurately over the
tiny keypads. I am jealous at their
agility. A young girl uses the front
camera on her iPad as a mirror while
she re-applies her make-up.
Ravi now makes a Skype or FaceTime video call from his iPhone to his
girlfriend, which I find annoying as he
holds it in front of him and chatters
loudly in Urdu. The other passengers
are not fazed; half of them have earphones in anyway.
We leave the freeway at Blackburn
Rd, then stop at every stop to The
Pines to let people off. Many wave
to the driver as they dismount and
some call out “Thanks mate!” which
is nice. Less than half the people leaving the bus bother to touch off; not
really necessary since they will then
be charged the full day fare which
they are due for anyway. We arrive
at The Pines on time at 5:01pm and
stay there for three minutes until the
official 5.04pm departure. This is just
enough time for the air-conditioning
system to fill the bus with cigarette
smoke from the smokers outside.
The smell clears quickly once the
bus resumes its journey.
Ten of us travel on to Warrandyte.
At last I can move about the bus.
I find John Milburn-Clark sitting in
the lower section reading a book.
He travels daily into the city at 5am,
returning at 4pm and tells me it’s a
good, reliable service. By the time we
leave West End there are four of us
left. We travel on and then come to
a standstill at Stiggant St. at 5.15pm.
Then a slow six minute crawl through
Warrandyte to arrive at the Bridge
at 5.21pm, which is the scheduled
arrival time. It is ironic that the worst
traffic congestion on a trip from the
city is at Warrandyte itself.
So, one hour in to the city in early
afternoon, one hour 15 minutes back
to Warrandyte in the early evening
rush hour. All at a cost of $7.52 full
fare, or $3.76 concession. Why not
try this service for your next show
in town? It beats paying for parking
and the hassles of driving.
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Insurance minefield
Hi Carolyn,
I am about to travel
to Europe—having researched the fun part myself, can you shed some
light on the pitfalls of
different travel insurance policies?
—Alan, Research
Hi Alan, what was once a
relatively easy exercise
to undertake, choosing
the right travel insurance
policy is now much more
complex. The market
is more competitive from a price
perspective, which works in your
favour. However, it is important you
ask the right questions to ensure you
are not only getting value for money,
but the right level of cover and level
of support in an emergency.
My advice is to compare Product
Disclosure Statements from different
companies. It’s here you will find the
nitty-gritty for what is covered and
what is not. Similarly, if your credit
card company is offering insurance,
make sure you compare their level
of cover against a stand-alone policy.
The biggest consumer trick—just
because you use your credit card
daily does not mean your credit card
insurance has been activated. Make
sure you ask how the insurance is
activated on the card.
Also check: Are you covered from
payment date or departure date?
How much needs to be paid in order
to qualify? Some credit cards will
only cover trips where either 90% of
the trip is paid by card or a specific
minimum spend is reached.
Some credit card travel insurance policies exclude lost items of
luggage, saying: “We will not pay
for items left behind, forgotten, or
misplaced.” They may not pay for
valuables put into checked luggage,
brittle or fragile items, items owned
by a business, items borrowed from
someone else or unattended luggage.
When comparing policies check if
they provide cover for pre-existing
medical conditions, strikes and natural disasters or injuries sustained
through an act of terrorism—not all
companies cover these.
If you are still not sure which policy
is right for you, talk to your travel
agent.
Our travel expert Carolyn is the
manager of Warrandyte Travel
and Cruise. Email her at carolyn@
warrandytetravel.com.au

Diary goes global ... entries are locked in
THE last of the Diary Goes Global
entries are in and editor Scott
Podmore now has the tough task
of choosing a winner from more
than 100 that made their way to
his desk over the past 12 months.
Sneaking in just before the winner
of a weekend stay in a cabin at
beautiful Crystal Brook Tourist
Park is announced next month,
here’s a great pic of the Donvale
Christian College jazz band instrumentalists and vocalists (including
some Warrandyte kids, above)
who attended James Morrison’s
Generations in Jazz Competition in
Mt Gambier recently.
The 43 DCC students were among
a few thousand competitors. The
Big Top tent held about 5000 for
concerts by the world’s top jazz
ensemble Take Six.

Above left, Bill Matthewson took
our Diary to the open plains of Africa and, not to be outdone, brother and sister Sam and Eden Ferguson (right) made sure the Diary
visited the mighty Grand Canyon in
Nevada in the United States. Also,
Lincoln Paterson got into the Diary
Goes Global spirit with a local on a
horse and cart in Bagan, Myanmar
(below centre), and Diana Lawrie
was snapped enjoying a read from
a cool spot in a wadi out of Muscat, Oman (below left).
Last but not least, Jill and Graeme
Jameson (below right) of North
Warrandyte caught up on the
local news in the mountains of
south-eastern Crete above Pefki.
The overall winner will be announced in next month’s edition of
the Warrandyte Diary.

OUR ALL-INCLUSIVE LIFESTYLE
Intimate ships
All ocean-view suites
Butler service for every suite
Complimentary wine,
Champagne & spirits
Choice of dining options

SHORES OF
THE ORIENT
IN ALL-INCLUSIVE LUXURY

From the vibrant culture of Vietnam to the secret land of Myanmar, there are countless treasures to explore
in Asia. And no better way than aboard an intimate and luxurious Silversea voyage. Select from voyages of
9 to 16 days departing from October to December 2015. Silver Privilege fares from au$4,150 per person.
Book select voyages by 30 June and benefit from Silversea’s Silver Select offer.
Fares are cruise-only, quoted in Australian Dollars, per person, double occupancy, are correct at time of going to print and may rise as the sailing date approaches. Terms & Conditions apply.

For all enquiries and bookings
Phone 03 9844 2477
Email book@warrandytetravel.com.au
Visit 2 Webb Street, Warrandyte
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The beauty factor
may not be
there, but there’s
something very
attractive about an
Australian outback
camel encounter,
as hot-shot local
photographer
KAREN EGAN
discovers
ETE’S jaw dropped
mid-sentence as the
inquisitive creature’s
foul-smelling breath intruded on the deliciously
rich, earthy outback air.
“Quickly!” he said, breathing as
I scrambled in the passenger seat
to grab my camera from the dusty
red floor of the Land Cruiser. “Zac”
had decided to participate in the
cheerful human banter, projecting
his huge rubbery mouth through
the car window to give Pete a fetid,
sloppy kiss.
I am on a secluded four-day trek
with renowned landscape photographer Pete Dobré, run by Camel
Treks Australia, deep in the varied
landscape of the South Australian
Flinders Ranges. Venturing on
a spectacular journey from the
perspective of an outback pioneer
aboard a single humped camel,
I was keen to capture the iconic
ranges, a photographer’s utopia
with a showcase of abundant wildlife and astonishing landscapes.
From Adelaide airport, we drive
north through the Clare Valley wine
and gourmet food district, established in the 1850s by Jesuit priests
fleeing Silesia (Poland) and religious persecution (definitely worth
a stop for lunch and perhaps a sample of the local vintage if you are a
passenger!) Six hours and 400km
later we arrive at the edge of Wilpena Pound—a natural mountain
amphitheatre home to the small
township of Hawker, 12km from our
final destination.
The road to Wonoka Station basecamp is a hard compact dirt road,
meaning there is no need for a
4WD, although the driveway is over
10km long. The alternative is travel
via coach from Adelaide, with Genesis Tour and Charter to Hawker,
where staff will collect and shuttle
you to Wonoka Station.
We are greeted by husband and
wife team Karen and Paul Ellis and
their two children. The couple operates Camel Trek Australia tours
over 20,000 acres. Following the
obligatory safety drill, the gentle giants seemed to mildly protest their
chewing being disturbed, groaned
and then (not so graciously) lay
down while the excited, impatient
riders climbed aboard.
We were off!
Travelling in string formation,
with each camel tied to the one in
front Indiana Jones-style and led
by a “cameleer”, we ventured 5km
to our first base camp for the next
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The camel’s kiss

two days. The honey-coloured
sandstone blocks of Mayo’s Hut are
well over 100 years old, but renovated to house weary travellers on
the Heysen Trail as well as those
on camel treks. Camp was already
set up and from the delicious aromas wafting by, it was obvious dinner was underway. Treated to nibblies, wine and a three-course meal
prepared in mouth-watering, rustic
outback style (all dietary needs
catered), we kick back around a

roaring campfire to exchange lively
banter until it is time to hit the
(rather luxurious) swags.
We awake each day to a huge
hearty breakfast, and with lunches
packed in camel saddlebags, we
hit the trail each day for a new adventure.
For four days our surrounding
scenery is an enticing smorgasbord for the eyes. The constantly
evolving landscapes alternate from
ruggedly mountainous ranges and

spectacularly harsh, golden rocky
gorges to delightfully cool and
relaxing bubbling creeks (after the
rain), sheltered by ancient river
red gums and then onto the deep,
rich sandy red plains stretching
across the horizon as far as the eye
can see.
Camel Treks Australia presents a
fantastic opportunity to experience
the organic breathtaking landscape
of the Flinders Ranges, with many
tour options to discover. It caters

for school groups, families, photographers and adventurers—there is
a trek for everyone.
More cameltreksaustralia.com.au
Karen Egan lives and works
around Smiths Gully and
the Yarra Valley. She is an
award-winning photographer
specialising in fine art landscapes and environmental
portraits. Find more of Karen’s
images at www.karenjegan.com

182 Heidelberg–Warrandyte Rd, Warrandyte
Phone 9844 3637 Email info@cbtp.com.au

The only place to stay in
a cabin, in a caravan or
for a camping experience
n Pool, BBQs, Camp Kitchen, Games Room & undercover
‘al fresco’ area
n Pets OK (with pet friendly cabins in addition to sites)
n We host local birthday parties!
n Cost effective accommodation for visiting family or friends
n Try before you buy – don’t buy a tent, come and try ours!
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Billanook College

Billanook/Warrandyte bus extension
Now coming from Doncaster
Doncaster

Warrandyte

Billanook College

An Independent, Co-educational School of the Uniting Church
Educating children from Early Learning to Year 12

Next College Tour: Monday 3 August, 10.30am

www.billanook.vic.edu.au
197 Cardigan Road, Mooroolbark

Warrandyte
Consulting Rooms
2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte
9844 3766 – 9844 1943

Proudly supporting the community for over 13 years

Is coming up to that time of the year…. SNOW TIME!!!
Is your body ready for the snow??
Come into Warrandyte Osteopathy for your pre-snow
treatments and leave with some great snow ﬁtness tips
to help your body cope with the long days on the slopes.

New doctors
now taking new patients
Dr Olivia Rimington
Dr Andrew Perrignon
Dr Libby Rochstein
Dr Esther Ko
Dr Paul Proimos

Dr Gail Dixon continues to see her regular patients
OPEN
Monday to Friday – 9am to 5.30/6pm
Saturday – 9am to 12pm

To make a booking please call the clinic on 9844 2465
or go online to www.osteopathymelbourne.org and
book online.
We also have a clinic in Ringwood located at 35
Warrandyte Road, Ringwood.
We look forward to seeing you soon!
Shop 2, 90-92
Melbourne Hill Road
Warrandyte, 3113
(Next to Ruby Tuesday)

By RU
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Free food and a big heart

#foodisfree
movement comes
to Warrandyte

with Basil Fettucine

By LARA McKINLEY

WHEN Judith Lightfoot read about
a laneway in Ballarat where food
is free to anyone who wants it, she
thought, “Why can’t we do this in
Warrandyte?”
So last month that’s exactly what
she did.
Instead of a laneway she uses the
Rotary op-shop, which she manages
as a volunteer. Vandals wrecked her
first attempt to give away food, so
she moved her operation inside.
Now, there are food racks filled
fruit, vegetables, herbs, bread and
even baby formula.
The food has all been donated—
it’s fresh and free to anybody who
needs it.
“In this job you hear a lot of sad
stories and people come in who need
some assistance. It’s such a simple
idea. People have extra [food] in
their gardens. They can bring it in
and share it,” Judith says.
When the Diary spoke to Judith,
the project had been going just three
weeks and already more than 100
people had taken food. Donations
were being dropped in every day,
aided by a call out on the Warrandyte
Business and Community Facebook
page.
“It just makes me all warm and
fuzzy,” Judith adds.
Aldi is also donating food, as Rotary
fits under their charitable guidelines.
“We pick it up every Monday and
Friday,” Judith says. “It’s such an
adventure. We bring it back and make
it look pretty.”
Judith, who is a former chef, says
it’s really heart-warming to see all
sorts of people coming in and taking
the food—even if at first they are a
bit shy.
“It needs to be taken while it’s fresh.
So I say, ‘Grab something for the kids’

LOLLIES GALORE FOR TURNING 4
LOLLY Central’s fourth birthday and
Meet, Greet and Sweets in da Street
afternoon was a great success last
month according to our resident Mrs
Wonka, Francesca Longfield, of Warrandyte Lollies & Treats.
Melissa Seini and Francesca proceeded to disperse free bags of “top of the
range” sweets to the first 50 cars and
the occasional motorbike.
“I sang to most of the passers by
when they willingly rolled their car
windows down to accommodate us
with ‘Happy Birthday to us’ – fortunately there wasn’t any ‘Bah-Humbugs’ but rather ‘woohoos’, just like
my window sign said,” Francesca told
Diary Bites.
On each sweets bag a little note expressed Warrandyte Lollies & Treats’
special thanks to the community for
their support.
“If you missed out, I wish to express
my heartfelt gratitude to the supportive community of Warrandyte,
especially of late when retail has been
tough,” Francesca said.

Judith Lightfoot, voluntary manager of the Rotary op-shop at Warrandyte, stands in front of her free food stand.
“I read about the free food lane in Ballarat and thought, ‘Why can’t we do something like this in Warrandyte?’ and
so I set this up.” Picture: LARA MCKINLEY

lunchboxes. Take what you need’.”
There are gold coin donation boxes
to help people feel more comfortable
taking the food, Judith explains.
“I get that people are embarrassed,
so we just want to make it an enjoyable experience.
“Anyone’s welcome to it. Rotary
doesn’t mind who has it. We can’t
sell the food, and it makes us cry to

throw it out.”
Judith is at pains to explain this initiative isn’t replacing the long-standing Warrandyte Food Bank, run by
Margory Lapworth.
“This is new and it’s different to the
food bank because it’s fresh food.
We just need to see what happens.”
The #foodisfree movement started
in Texas in 2012—with free planter

boxes given to schools and community groups as edible gardens. Since
then it’s spread around the world.
Founder John Van Deusen Edwards
estimates it’s operating in around
190 cities world-wide.
Anyone wishing to donate fresh
food can drop it into the Rotary op
shop, behind the Yarra street shops
near the roundabout.

Sliders, shanks and all sorts
of tasty Grand winter treats
review
By RUTH BIRCH
AS an exceptionally chilly winter
rolls in, what better way to welcome the cooler months than with
a comforting meal at the Warrandyte Grand Hotel. It seems many
people have had the same idea,
as the bistro has been booked out
most nights of the week since the
introduction of the new winter
menu.
The change in weather has resulted in an inventive seasonal menu of
hearty and warming comfort foods.
New entrées include the pear,
roquette and parmesan salad and
pulled pork sliders, and mains consist of the delicious roasted chicken breast with butternut pumpkin,
pine nut, parmesan risotto and
pancetta crisp. Who can go past a
slow cooked lamb shank in winter,
served with apple puree, cumin
roasted carrots, French lentils and
confit garlic? For those who can’t
help but be drawn to a juicy big
steak, the 500gram marble score
T-Bone is a new addition that has
already proven wildly popular.
To start, the local monthly beer
on tap, Holgate Brewhouse ESB
Pale Ale, works as the perfect thirst
quencher as patrons scan the
varied menu, which has included
many more gluten free options this
time around.
It is impossible to go past the
huge New Orleans style chicken
wings, with a smoky BBQ glaze and
ranch dressing. These are abso-

lutely to die for and very generous
in size, the sourness of the ranch
dressing perfectly complementing
the sweet, sticky glaze.
While an interesting choice for a
bistro menu, the new crispy lamb
spring rolls with rice vinegar, pickled vegetables and sriracha aioli
were pleasantly surprising. Unlike
most stuffed and fried spring rolls,
the lamb had been slow cooked

and shredded, melting in the
mouth after biting into the hot,
fresh rice paper.
Next was the 24 hour pork belly
with dauphine potato, spiced apricot, BBQ pak choy, crackling and
fried sage. A generous portion of
meat and the beautiful flavours ensure this dish is a real winner and
perfect for winter. The confit duck
leg with sautéed wild mushrooms,

baby spinach, celeriac cream and
pickled cherries and juice was the
perfect combination of sweet, sour
and salty, the large leg of duck
crispy on the outside and just falling off the bone.
A new personal favourite at the
Grand, the 2001 Teusner ‘The Independent’ Shiraz Mataro was bold,
rich, and the perfect accompaniment to the new winter dishes.
Of course, it wouldn’t be a proper
meal without the third and most
anticipated course and whose
interest wouldn’t be piqued by
the sound of a salted caramel
ice-cream sundae, complete with
butterscotch popcorn, chocolate
sauce and brandy snaps?
This one is a best seller and it is
not hard to understand why. Absolutely delicious and inventive, with
gorgeous textures and flavours.
Other desserts include the classic
vanilla bean crème brulee with lavender Maidstone biscuits and the
Grand mess, served with vanilla
raspberry meringue, seasonal fruit,
cream and lemon curd, as well as
the popular affogato.
The warm dark chocolate brownie with poached pear, sour cream
and candied pecans is the ultimate
dish to finish off an incredible night
of indulgence. The poached pear
makes for an interesting flavour
combination and balances beautifully the sour cream and brownie.
Again, generous in size, this deliciously rich dessert is definitely for
chocolate lovers with a real sweet
tooth. To try all of the new winter
offerings for yourself, be sure to
make a booking.
Visit grandhotelwarrandyte.com.au
or phone 9844 3202.

FAREWELL WELLERS
IT saddens the Diary to hear of local
music venue and restaurant Wellers
of Kangaroo Ground closing its doors,
yet another great “local” to have bitten the dust following the restaurant
closure at Kellybrook Winery in recent
times.
New owners who purchased the freehold have closed the business and are
reportedly “considering other options
for the property”, according to the
Wellers official Facebook page.
In an official note to Facebook followers, Wellers posted: “Dear all, the new
owners of the Wellers of Kangaroo
Ground property have decided to
close down the business so that they
can consider redevelopment options
for the site. So, unfortunately all future events are either being relocated
or cancelled. We are hoping that the
Ian Moss show can be relocated (to
Potters Cottage in Warrandyte) - we
will advise all people booked asap. If
you have booked something and we
haven’t yet been in touch please reply
to this post or message us through
this Facebook page. Everyone who
has booked something which won’t
be going ahead will be fully refunded.
Thank you everyone for your extended
support of our business and for all
of the great memories. Stephanie,
Shawn, Michelle and everyone else.”
The Ian Moss show has indeed been
relocated to Potters on Wednesday
July 8.
Wellers is renowned for hosting such
great Australian artists as Ross Wilson, Diesel, Moss, Daryl Braithwaite
and Rick Price. Many posts expressed
great disappointment on the Facebook
page regarding the closure.

CHEF’S TABLE AT OLIVIGNA
Ever wondered what a gifted chef
would do if they didn’t have to serve
the entire restaurant? Well you now
have a chance to find out over several rare and exclusive evenings in
winter at Olivigna as head chef Colin
Swalwell sets out to “invent, perfect
and present whatever he likes” in
Olivigna’s private dinning room for 12
guests.
“You can host your own Chef’s Table
on a Friday night. Alternatively you
can join ours. We will hold a Chef’s
Table on two Thursday nights in June
and also in July,” says the Olivigna
team. A ticket to the Thursday night
Chef’s Table is $185 with six matching
wines, $165 with three wines. If you’d
like to host your own incredible Chef’s
Table on a Friday night, for 12 guests,
it is $200 per person with six matching wines.
To book a place with the Chef’s Table
visit www.olivigna.com.au and click
on the remaining dates including
June 25, July 9 or July 23.
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TOM KERKHOF

TELEVISION
Servicing the area for 40 years

Dr Stuart Turner (B.V.Sc.)
& Associates
Lwr Cnr Melbourne Hill &
Houghton Rds, Warrandyte
Consultation by Appointment

Phone 9844 3071

NEW WEEKEND HOURS
SATURDAY 8–4 SUNDAY 10–12

DIGITAL Televisions,
Stereo Systems, DVDs,
Digital Set Top Box Systems,
New Digital Television
Set-ups

Phone 9844 3970
Mobile 0408 175 274
27 Mitchell Ave, Warrandyte

painting &
decorating

Andrew John
Managing Director

p: 0412 765 210
e: andrewjohn75@optusnet.com.au
w: fourwallspainting.com.au
Member of Master Painters Association No. 3993

Ring or Email for a No Obligation Free Quote

WARRANDYTE
✷✷ GLASS ✷✷
All types of
glass, glazing,
mirrors, shower
screens

Terry Ryan
9879 0373

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294

A BIT OF WARRANDYTE
BY THE SEA!
Available all year

‘WYTALIBA’
Mudbrick Cottage
at Aireys Inlet
Set on two acres of bush and
cottage garden it has three bedrooms
(two queen beds, two singles),
a fully equipped kitchen, open fire,
courtyard with bbq. 15 min walk
(three minute drive) to beach,
general store and close to bush walks
in the Angahook State Forest.
Available Jan/Feb and all school
holidays. Minimum two night stay.

Call Karen on 0425 609 789
for bookings and inquiries

• Re-roofing & New Roofs • Gutterguard & Leaks
• Gutters & Downpipes
• Rainwater Tanks
• Skylights & Whirlybirds • Insulation

9844 3619 – 0411 267 490

selectmetalroof@optusnet.com.au
www.selectmetalroofing.com.au
A L L

W O R K

G U A R A N T E E D

grant mcgregor
0431 157 025 • 9844 3424
maca.mcgregor@bigpond.com

Carter Art
Artistry in Iron

Functional products with
artistic qualities – hand
rails, screens, gates, house
hardware, handmade to
your design or mine

0418 357 282
NEIL CARTER

garden design
& maintenance
landscaping
sustainable solutions

The lost postcards caper
T was Prague. It was
April and it was cold
and bleak.
We’d been on the road
for several weeks and it
was getting more and more
important to contact home
base. Some of these eastern
European countries make
posting important messages
home more difficult than they
should. The velvet curtain
may be down but the fat lady
still hasn’t finished gargling.
Most of the signs are still
in code and takes the combined resources of those who
cracked The Enigma Code to
identify a safe spot to post
secret messages. I have never,
in my life, seen so many Js, Zs
and letters with insects crawling over them! Undeterred, I
downed another shot of rotgut and decided it was now
or never.
Herself and I managed to
avoid the nosey parkers from
the joint we slept in, escaped,
then set out on a reccy. We
rolled out of our flop house
and immediately became invisible in the melee of people
coursing down Wenceslas
Square.
We must have been there on
the day of a procession or just
before or after a demonstration because there were few
cars on the street and the fuzz
stopped anyone who looked
like he didn’t have an appropriate ID or, more probably,
looked like he had the right
number of folding korunas.

kibbled
“I checked
behind to see
if we were
being tailed but
all I could see
were swarms
of jostling
young men
and platoons
of giggling
maidens.”
I took a furtive look at my
map of the city and urged
Herself along one of the many
alleys. Here we dodged the
touts and purveyors of all the
worst products of a corrupt
western economy.
Things that glitter, things
that make unpleasant noises
and what’s worse, things that
promote mindless nationalism were all on display. I had
to steer Herself away from the
decadent T-shirts stalls, many
of which were promoting acts

a good girl would be embarrassed to talk about with her
mother.
We made it safely to the
Old Town Square. I checked
behind to see if we were being
tailed but all I could see were
swarms of jostling young
men and platoons of giggling
maidens. Anyone following
us would have had a difficult
time getting past the Segway
riders who circled the crowds,
like a pod of dolphins herding a school of frightened
sardines.
As soon as a straggler leaves
the safety of the column, they
are pounced upon.
Satisfied, finally, we were
alone, I looked around the
square for the sights my intelligence booklet told me to see.
Immediately I became confused. I prodded Herself,
pointed to my booklet then
hunched my shoulders in the
time-honoured sign of incomprehension. Instead of looking
at what I thought might be the
things worth looking at, more
than half the crowd were looking in exactly the opposite
direction.
Instead of the building or
statue, they were all looking
at little rectangular screens at
the end of telescopic aerials.
Some became more enthusiastic than others and leapt into
the air making a star shape or
gave the screen a two-fingered
salute. I guided Herself away
from them.
The East certainly

was stranger than I had
anticipated.
We managed to squeeze our
way through, what I was led
to believe, was a busload of
‘Selfies’, a religious group until
then I had never heard of. Apparently they worship all day
at the altar of self-absorption.
We crossed Charles Bridge
and escaped into the safety
of a back street.
“Ah ha!” cried Herself.
“There they are!”
The ‘they’ were two pieces
of cardboard, printed on one
side with a Disneyfied version
of the square we had just left.
The obverse side was blank
except for a few ruled lines.
We carried them, plus some
tin mugs, back towards the
home base in a black plastic
bag.
Half way home, age and bottled water got the better of my
rigorous pre-training and I had
to find a pit stop. I found one,
scrabbled in my wallet for the
ubiquitous 50p to pee and
returned to Herself, a smile on
my face and the black plastic
bag in hand.
Once home, we collapsed on
the bed and wondered about
our next move.
“I’ll just do the cards before
dinner.”
There was the bag, there
were the mugs but there were
no cards.
“Cunning pickpockets these
KGB, CIA or SELFIES!”
By ROGER KIBELL

fully insured

love
landscapes

Halls for Hire
Uniting Church Hall................................9844 2406
Anglican Church Hall.............................9844 2193
Mechanics Hall................................. 0408 443 368

DIARY ADVERTISING WORKS CALL BRIONY 9844 0555
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The fine art of good citizenship
OOKING through
some of my grandfather’s old books
is one of those jobs
that takes as long as
you’ve got – a dusty
half-hour, a whole day or an
entire year. There’s some fascinating reading – everything
from maths and engineering
texts to gardening manuals
and Mr Catani’s little handbook on figure-skating.
Even though he spent less
than a year at primary school
– having been apprenticed to
a Korumburra saddler at a tender age – my Grandpa ended
up being a well-qualified engineer, whose beautiful handwriting and skilled technical
drawings seem near-impossible by today’s standards. Aided by a Scottish engineering
heritage, his imagination and
determination were no doubt
fired up by the burgeoning motor and telecommunications
industries of the day.
Invariably dressed in a gentleman’s three-piece suit or,
more usually, a tartan flannelette shirt under his Yakka overalls, Grandpa never
bought anything he could
make himself. If he didn’t have
the gadget needed to make
the part to fix his car, he’d
make the gadget first, even

if that meant manufacturing
the tool required to make
the gadget. His workshop
was a labyrinth of lathes and
grinders, anvils and drills;
the walls and benches were
covered with little tins of
nails, nuts and screws along
with every type of hammer,
screwdriver, brace-and-bit,
cutting tool, clamp, cobbler’s
tree, handsaw, pick, shovel
and crowbar as well as a multitude of odd jobs for other
people. We used to save our
milk-bottle tops along with
other bits and pieces for him
to melt down and re-use. That
workshop, with its smell of
oily rags, throbbing motors
and hot metal, was a source
of endless fascination.
His dusty books speak volumes about the huge optimism of that generation. In
light of recent public conv
ersations about the rights
and responsibilities of citizenship, one in particular caught
my eye: a little cloth-bound
primary school text entitled
The Australian Citizen: an
elementary account of civic
rights and duties by Walter
Murdoch MA.
“Good Citizenship” was
clearly all the rage around
the time of Federation, when
enthusiasm for the new Com-

our place
By MARILYN MOORE

monwealth – underpinned by
liberty, law and equality – ran
high. Society was seen as a
collective of carers – family,
community, governments –
that would function to the
advantage of every individual.
No law-abiding person would
ever again be deprived of their
liberty or forced into poverty.
Governments would provide
services (health, education,
infrastructure and communications) and ensure an equitable distribution of wealth
through taxation, regulation
of wages and industrial legislation. “One man, one vote” was
not only a dramatic symbol
of this flourishing new equality but also the highly-prized
expression of it – the culmination, according to Professor
Murdoch, of over 800 years’
struggle since the Norman
conquest. Words could barely describe the overwhelming momentousness of this
achievement.
I suspect it was easier a
century ago – with slavery,
famine and widespread poverty still fresh in the collective

Warrandyte Health

memory – to rejoice both in
such opportunity and to be
aware of its fragility. Optimism
ran high; concepts essential
to good citizenship (love,
kindness, obedience, honesty,
courtesy, respect and compassion) were reinforced at
home, at school and at Sunday
school. Children were taught
no man’s wealth can be attained without the hard work
of many others; thus, feeling
yourself to be above others
or somehow more entitled (a
“self-made man” or “rather
a clever sort of chap”) was
considered bad citizenship
and utterly despicable. People
understood they owed everything they had to the efforts
of their forebears and their
community, a debt so great
it could never be repaid. The
least they could do in return
was to be good citizens and
strive for the good of all.
Whatever happened to such
high ideals? Today’s political
cant mostly serves a diverse
rabble scrambling for personal wealth with little or
no regard for others, as do
the tawdry machinations of
rudderless politicians who
are endlessly “open for business”. What would people like
Professor Murdoch and my
Grandpa make of that?

Numbers are in: new library a success
By EMMA CARINCI

IT has been almost two
years since the new and
improved Warrandyte Library opened its doors to
the public. It was part of a
$2.4 million refurbishment
of the Warrandyte Community Centre.
Since then, the library
has signed up 1282 new
members. Whitehorse
Manningham Libraries says
it’s “extremely pleased
with warm community response.”
Every month of this year
so far, the Warrandyte
Library has enjoyed an
average of 2,386 visits,
3,306 loans, 200 computer
sessions and 78 attendances at children’s programs.
The new library aimed to
increase community use of
the Warrandyte Community Centre facility and develop a vibrant community
hub, so these figures are a
success in anyone’s book.
Residents agree and have
praised the library as a
“beautiful space for the
community”.
Another said: “I didn’t
think we needed a new
library here at Warrandyte
… but now that it’s here I
couldn’t be without it—it’s
a fabulous service.”

PILATES

Uniting Church, Cnr Taroona Ave & Westend Rd, Warrandyte

BOOK NOW
Tue & Thur 6.30-7.30pm, Fri 10.30am

Decrease back pain and
improves health, confidence
4Pelvic Floor Safe Exercises 4Level 2 Pilates Instructor
4Personal Training 430 yrs Nursing Experience
4Suitable for All Ages — Mature Adults Welcome
Dee 0425 747 819 | deeterminationfitness@bigpond.com
www.deeterminationfitness.com.au

With a collection of over
8500 books, audio visual
materials and magazines,
Wi-Fi and fixed internet facilities, a monthly creative

circle, weekly story times,
chess and jigsaw puzzles,
teenage games and a children’s area, it is no wonder
the Warrandyte Library

is impressing visitors and
members of all ages.
For more information or
to become a member, visit
www.wml.vic.gov.au.

Nillumbik rate cap review
NILLUMBIK will consult the
local community to determine its priorities for the
delivery of services and infrastructure in the lead up to
the introduction of the state
government’s rate capping
framework.
The Essential Services
Commission (ESC) is creating a rate-capping framework that will be introduced
for local government in 20162017. This framework allows
councils to apply for an
exemption. An application
for an exemption must have
demonstrated community
support.
Nillumbik Shire mayor
Cr Helen Coleman said the
state government’s plan to

cap annual rate increases to
CPI has means that council
will have to review the range
and standard of services and
facilities it provides to the
local community.
“For example, if rate increases were capped at
2.5%, this would result in a
budget shortfall of $11.5 million over the first five years
which means a $766,000
shortfall in the first year."
The mayor said council
was committed to undertaking a comprehensive and robust community engagement
process with the local community about rate capping.
“An understanding of the
community’s views and
priorities, particularly in

the areas of future service
delivery and infrastructure
will be vital to ensure that
council makes well informed
decisions about this important community issue.”
Council provides more
than 100 services to the
local community and manages more than $600 million
worth of infrastructure
assets.
It aims to consult with the
local community to gain an
understanding of its views
and priorities making sure
that it meets the community's needs over the short
and long term while being
financially responsible, according to the mayor.
Council says it will estab-

lish a panel of 100 community leaders and will inform
them through a series of
workshops involving presentations from officers and
small group discussions,
aimed to help create informed and reflective public
opinion on the current financial, rates and service delivery issues facing council.
Consultation with the
broader Nillumbik community is also proposed through
social and traditional media
and a community survey.
The Community Engagement
Plan is subject to change as
further information about
the rate-capping framework
becomes available over the
course of the year.

You’re in safe hands
PAUL J. GILLING
REBECCA VAN DER JAGT
B.Sc, B.AppSc, Grad Dip Manip Therapy MAPA

Warrandyte Physiotherapy Centre
2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte 9844 1566

Member of Manipulative Physiotherapists Association of Australia
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Making boxes for possums
JUMPING Creek Catchment Landcare Group (right) will be building
nest boxes for the endangered
Brush-Tailed Phascogale, out of
prepared timber sets. No experience required. You can take one
box home. Bring your battery-drill
and Philips drill bits. Meet at Currawong Bush Park Centre, Mel. Ref:
34 GH6 from 1-30-3.30pm. Please
RSVP Tracey 0403 739 938 or email
myln@netspace.net.au for catering
purposes.

CFA morning tea

Warrandyte CFA will be holding the
Biggest Morning Tea to raise much
needed funds for research, prevention, and support services for those
living with cancer 2–4pm Sunday
June 14. Head down to the station,
2 Harris Gully Rd, Warrandyte for
fun kids activities, tea, biscuits and
a tour. Bring a share plate to make it
the biggest afternoon tea in Warrandyte! Gold coin donation.

AGM

Warrandyte Historical Society is
holding its AGM on Sunday July 19
at 2pm, in the North Warrandyte
Community Centre, Research Road.
The meeting will be followed with
guest speaker Jock Macneish. His
talk is: A cartoonists’s insight into
living in Warrandyte. Afternoon tea
will follow with books and photos
on display and for sale. For more
information contact Val Polley on
whs.secretary@hotkey.net.au

Performance

The Diamond Valley Singers along
with the Eltham Orchestra are
presenting The Merry Widow from
Bluegum Creek! at Warrandyte High
School July 3–11. Tickets are $30,
concession or group bookings $25.
Proceeds from the production will
be donated to World Vision Australia, Open House Ivanhoe and the
Elizabeth Nursery School in Malawi.
For further details: www.dvsingers.
org or 9439 7843.

RSL gigs

The RSL Bands by the Bridge famous live music sessions are adding
the second Friday of the month to
their calendar. Ruff Kharma, Friday

Leading the way: Terry Napier and student Eileen.

Nature in art classes
in Park Orchards
June 12; June & Don Hillmans Secret
Beach, Sunday June 28; Andy White
& Band of Gold, Sunday July 26. BYO
food platter welcome. Band donation
appreciated. Inquiries: 9844 3567 after 4pm weekdays. RSL Club rooms,
113 Brackenbury Street (enter from
Mitchell Avenue).

Grand gigs

Commencing 8.30pm. Peter Grant,
Friday July 3; Kristie & Pete, Friday July 10; Threezacrowd, Friday
July 17; Long Gone Daddy’s Band,
Friday July 24; Ruckus, Friday July
31; Threezacrowd, Friday August 7;
Peter Grant, Friday August 14. Also,
every Thursday night from 8pm,
Harry Healy will be playing in the
Public Bar.

Local Nursery

Have you visited your local nursery? Come along on Thursdays
between 9.30am and 12.30pm, or the
first Saturday of each month from
9am-1pm and the first Sunday of
each month from 2–4pm. Purchase
all your local natives there.

CFA Auxiliary

Want to help the North Warrandyte CFA Auxiliary, but don’t see
yourself on a fire truck? Come along
and support our dedicated band of
volunteers in the amazing services

they provide. We meet at 7.30pm on
the last Wednesday of the month at
the CFA station. For more information please email: pete_suzanne64@
bigpond.com

Knitting for soldiers

Join the ladies of Warrandyte knitting warm scarves and beanies for
our soldiers serving overseas. The
scarves will go into care packages
that include books and sweets.
Carole Adins said it is great fun
knitting again after 30 years. Your
scarves and beanies can be left with
Andrea at the Warrandyte Library.
Any wool you are happy to donate
would be appreciated. Call Andrea
on 9895 4250

Mosaics workshop

Embrace your creative side with
an introductory mosaic workshop.
Materials, tools, notes and lunch
will be provided. An experienced
and friendly teacher will guide you
from idea to finished piece. Oneday workshop on Saturday June 20,
11am–4.30pm at the Warrandyte
Neighbourhood House, 168 Yarra
Street. Cost $150. Bookings essential:
9844 1839 or admin@wnh.org.au

Info Warrandyte

Volunteers wanted three hours a
week within school hours. Informa-

NATURE in Art has botanical art classes running at the Park Orchards Learning Centre for nearly 20 years under the tutelage of
Terry Napier and more recently two other tutors, David Reynolds
and Marta Salamon, have joined Terry in running classes.
There are over 80 students in the various classes and they range
from beginners to experienced artists who have been attending for
decades.
“We are very proud of our students – many of whom have exhibited in the selective exhibitions at the Royal Botanic Gardens,”
says Terry. “Some have had their own exhibitions, as well as exhibiting in community art shows such as the Rotary Art Show at the
Warrandyte Festival. I am very proud of the standard of work we
produce.
“Capturing nature in art is a long held art form that requires
patience and a commitment to understanding nature. It is not uncommon for a painting to take 40 or more hours to complete. With
fine attention to detail, botanical art requires us to slow down and
focus our attention. It can be a very peaceful pastime, and a good
remedy for our very busy lives,” says local psychologist and artist
Bernadette Walsh.
Nature in Art has an annual exhibition and sale of works. This
year’s exhibition runs from 6pm Friday July 10 until 4pm Sunday
July 12. For more info call 9876 4381.
tion Warrandyte is a resource and
referral centre covering areas such
as tourism, health and social issues.
support, legal and tax assistance,
local groups and courses. Your
contribution will make a difference.
Call: 9844 3082.

Planting

Andersons Creek Landcare Group
will be planting at Gold Memorial
Road car park on Saturday June 21,
1-3pm. Come along and give nature a

hand. Tools will be provided. Sturdy
shoes and weather gear is recommended. Contact Fritz on 9846 2442
for catering purposes.
Publicise your coming events.
Items for Buzz about Town are
welcome. Include full details of
date, place and time and post
to: Warrandyte Diary, PO Box
209, Warrandyte VIC 3113,
or email Briony Bottarelli at
briony@warrandytediary.com.au

Dancing to paradise on Mum’s Day
review
By DAVID HOGG
ON a cold, damp Mothers’ Day
afternoon, Warrandyte Mechanics
Institute came alive with music and
colour from Europe in the 13th and
14th centuries. I wasn’t quite sure
what to expect; for me the hint of
medieval magic conjured up visions of Morris dancers, madrigals,
damsels with dulcimers and ditties
of the Greensleeves or Hey Nonny
No variety. I was mostly wrong and
pleasantly surprised.
Around 70 people arrived to find
a stage containing a veritable museum of ancient musical instruments
including a portative table organ,
14th century recorders, drums,
tambourines, goat horns, an oud
(looked like a lute with a bent neck)
and a set of medieval bells. Enter the
Early Music Consort of Melbourne:
four players resembling three monks
and an abbess, who deftly and skilfully played these many strange instruments throughout the program.
Enter four players resembling
three monks and an abbess, who
deftly and skilfully played these

many strange instruments throughout the program. These performers
comprised the Early Music Consort
of Melbourne.
Enter nine dancers in colourful
medieval costume somewhat resembling nuns, in an interesting processional dance through the audience
and onto the stage. These are the
Rippon Lea Dancers.
An ambitious and varied program
of 17 items of music and dance
followed, interspersed by readings
from a narrator who explained

things. Most of the numbers had
titles in French, Old English, Spanish
and Portuguese. The program was
heavily symbolic and religious including content from Muslims, Jews,
Moors and Christians.
A highlight for me was the Farandole – Sumer is icumen in, which
combined an open-chain dance similar to Scottish country dancing with
music not unlike that which the far
later Morris dancers now perform to.
The dance symbolised the “weaving
in and out of the people we meet on

our journey to paradise”.
This was the second of only two
performances of this program, the
other was held at Trinity Uniting
Church in Brighton the previous
Sunday. We were honoured to see
the processional Hopping Dance
of the Saints of Echternach. It was
the first-in-Australia performance,
especially for the Brighton-Warrandyte events.
It was a brilliant program, cleverly
organised by our own Pat Anderson
and the performers appeared at the

invitation of the Warrandyte Mechanics Institute and Arts Association.
The program directors Helga (the
aforementioned abbess) and Mark
Hill observed, “Warrandyte has one
of the very best early music/dance
venues we have encountered in our
40 years of operations. In terms of
the acoustic, lighting, stage space
and green room facilities – all [are]
unbeatable. And to have such an
interested audience was a privilege.
Our visit to Warrandyte was totally
enjoyable.”
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Learning Australian, like
DEBORAH BURNETT

Does your
home love
you?

THIS might seem like an odd
question, however, given that the
relationship we have with our
homes is fundamental to our wellbeing, it’s an important one.
Most homes are an amalgam of
furniture and fittings we’ve chosen, random bits and pieces that
have been given to us over the
years and yet others that simply
seem to happen and over which
we may have no control.
Unless you’ve designed and
built your home from scratch,
choosing every single element of
the build and its fit out, you will
have had to make compromises
in all sorts of ways – whether it’s
the size of the sofa, the position
of a wall or window or even the
building materials used in your
home.
While compromise is at the
heart of any relationship, sometimes we can find ourselves doing
more than our fair share when
our homes are dictating how we
live in them, not the other way
around.
What do I mean? There are
many examples of this – from the
front door that keeps jamming so
that you have to enter your home
through the back door; the huge
(and ugly) dining table and chairs
that your mother-in-law insisted
you have, that is not to your taste
and totally dominates your small
lounge/dining room; or the mustard coloured walls you inherited
when you moved into your home
that make you ill simply looking
at them.
No doubt, you can think of
many more examples. In each instance, the home is dictating how
you live in and feel about it and,
rather than serving you and your
needs, means that you are at its
mercy. Not a healthy relationship
at all.
When this happens, we need to
think about what we need from
our homes, practically and emotionally, so that they can love us
and we can love them too. It may
be as simple as being assertive
– “thanks for the dining table,
but it simply won’t fit into our
home” – or getting creative with
paint (for those mustard coloured
walls), or finally getting around
to repairing or replacing the
front door.
It’s amazing how many annoyances we put up with in our
homes that are often only resolved when we put our homes
up for sale. It seems a shame that
we can’t take control of the relationship before it comes to that.
After all, breaking up is hard to
do.

Contact Deborah Burnett,
Home design coach,
on 0408 027 781 or visit
love-your-home.com.au

THE Italian kids turned up at the
school the year I arrived. Their
families were working tobacco farms
on sandhills along the river.
Several were beginners, others
were on transfer from inner suburban schools. All were related:
brothers, sisters, cousins – inlaws
and outlaws.
The eldest among them was Angelo. He was 13-and-a- half years
old when he arrived at the school.
He had turned five on the boat out
from Italy. He had reached the sixth
grade more by accident than design
and was to spend his last six months
with us.
The influx lifted our enrolment
very nicely, ultimately entitling us
to a second teacher. This heightened the suspicions of the District
Inspector;
Always alert to any fake enrolment mischief. The truth was that
their custom dictated that the day
they were born was always known
as their ‘first birthday’, then their
second, through to their fifth, by
which time, by our rules, they were
actually only four.
The DI suggested I should request
birth certificates – which I promptly
disregarded. Their parents would
have immediately suspected there
was a move afoot to deport them!
Luckily, the law at that time allowed
four-year-old enrolments; although
school was not compulsory until a
child turned six. I saw it as an improvement; the Italian preps spent
the first six months learning English
in school ground and classroom.
With no kindergarten in the immediate area, I actually welcomed
this extra year. For some it meant
better consolidation of their Infant
Department education, for the
brighter ones, those who stayed
ahead, always had a year up their
sleeves, which in the integrated
structure of the Rural School, was
barely noticeable.
Everything was going beautifully
until the Italian kids’ family commitments-truancy issue emerged.
Urgent seasonal work required
everyone out in the tobacco fields:
picking leaves, hoeing young plants;
all hands on deck, including the kids.
The days of exploiting children in
milking sheds and bagging wheat
were long over.
Recourse to the Truancy Officer
was out, for reasons similar to the
d.o.b. debacle. So if they couldn’t

come to school I would bring them.
I picked them up each morning,
dodging along the sandy track from
one tobacco farm to the next, loading
children into the FJ Holden, emerging from the riverside forest onto the
school road.
I reversed the journey each evening, resisting a glass of grappa on
the way, accepting instead a cup of
thick black coffee. When I reached
home I found the FJ’s boot was
loaded with the most beautiful fruit
and vegetables. Debt paid; problem
solved.
One morning Angelo sidled up and
confided: “Some of the Eyetalian
fellers around want to know if you’re
going to start any night school for
them to learn Australian, like.” So
we placed a poster on the post office
notice board. Angelo canvassed the
prospects down his end of the settlement and soon we had sufficient
students for a class.

Our Italian community was neatly
divided into two halves.
This was exactly expressed, as they
squeezed themselves into desks at
opposite sides of the room: right
for the Southerners, Northerners
on the left.
This led, almost immediately, to
fierce debate about the pronunciation of standard Italian words and
phrases – no matter how irrelevant
this was to the task at hand: mastering situational English.
I called the roll. This led to great
hilarity. Only Danilowas missing.
“He’s a Calabrian. He’s in the lockup in Echuca. He chased a friend
with an axe. They got the cops out.”
The two hours were finis very
presto and if we learned more Italian
than they did English, this could not
be blamed on the Commonwealth
Department of Education’s course.
I doubt if any better, simpler form
of mass language teaching has been

devised.
Next morning, the blackboard
monitors grumbled about the mess
and derisively read the notes aloud.
“How come these grown-up Eyetalians can’t talk Australian, when even
the kids here can?”
“You ever been to Italy?” Angelo
inquired scornfully. “Well then, you
wouldn’t know nothin’ about it.
Soon these fellers will be as good
as me – able to speak Eyetalian and
Australian.”
Angelo turned 14 on a bleak day in
June. He left school that afternoon.
Many years later we were travelling
around North Eastern Victoria. We
stopped for an evening meal at the
biggest, poshest hotel for miles
around.
The proprietor’s name was painted
on the door. It was owned by our
Angelo.
– CLIFF GREEN

Join the Relay For Life and
help fight back against cancer
CANCER Council Victoria’s Relay
For Life event in Manningham
last year saw 223 cancer survivors and carers come together to
reflect and pay tribute to loved
ones.
The event raised $29,910.32,
which helped fund Cancer Council Victoria’s research, prevention
programs and support services
available to every Victorian.
This year, Cancer Council Victoria is inviting residents from Warrandyte and surrounds to reunite
for the region’s Relay For Life
event in Doncaster at Rieschiecks
Reserve over the weekend of September 12-13.
Relay For Life spokesperson Sandi Givens says they are hoping to
recruit 30 teams this year.
“Last year in Manningham, 693
people heard the words ‘You have
cancer’, she said. “That means
thousands more were also impacted, being their family members
and friends. Relay For Life is an

opportunity for local residents to
band together – to show that hope
lives in the fight against cancer.
Teams of 10 or more will keep a
baton moving around the track
overnight to raise funds for Cancer Council Victoria. Teams have
an allocated camp site at Rieschiecks Reserve, so people can sleep
overnight or come down for a few

laps to support their team mates.
“We’re encouraging everyone –
whether they were involved last
year or not – to sign up for this
moving community event. Hope
lives in every step we take.”
The event will celebrate loved
ones who have conquered cancer,
as well as remembering those
who have gone. The opening lap
of the relay is led by survivors
and carers followed by a special
afternoon tea, while remaining
team members take to the track to
continue the relay. At dusk, there
will be a candlelight ceremony in
which participants and their families can reflect and pay tribute to
a loved one affected by a cancer
experience. Candlelit bags then
line the track as a sign of support
to the participants.
“Truly a community and family-oriented event, it annually
attracts hundreds of people committed to raising vital funds to
assist the support, education and

research the Cancer Council undertakes,” Sandi says.
“As a result, the five-year survival rate is now 67% instead of
48% two decades ago. For survival
rates to keep improving, we must
continue to invest in the cancer
fight. Money raised through Relay
For Life will help us do this.
“Support services include Cancer Council 13 11 20, face-to-face
local support groups and Cancer
Connect, which links those affected by cancer to those who have
gone through a similar experience.
“By getting involved with Relay
For Life, residents will have a
direct impact on the lives of local
residents facing cancer. No particular fitness level is required – it’s
a relay, not a race!”
To find out how you can get
involved in the Manningham
Relay For Life event, please visit
relayforlife.org.au or phone 1300
65 65 85.
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A Day for all seasons
Words and main photograph by
BILL HUDSON-MCAULEY.

HEN I was a kid, walking down Yarra Street,
there was one thing I
could guarantee seeing on my way down
to the bridge. Firstly, I’d hear the
rumble of a powerful diesel engine
and then I’d see an orange flash whizzing past. It was a huge International
Acco truck with the name Ron C Day
emblazoned on the door.
It may have been one of Ron’s many
drivers piloting the Fanta-coloured
behemoth, but more often than not
it would be Ron himself clutching the
steering wheel and staring straight
ahead, eyes focused on the road.
Sometimes he would throw you a
casual salute as he blasted past, delivering yet another load of sand from
Kangaroo Ground to the city. The
bright orange Ron C Day trucks were
as perennial as night and day and an
iconic legend of our local roads. At
the height of his trucking business
Ron had a fleet of nine trucks zooming up and down our roads.
Ronald Charles Day was born in
1930. “My mum Bertha Day took a
taxi from Warrandyte’s Pound Bend
to St George’s Hospital in Kew.
“I don’t know where my father Charlie was at the time, probably at work
… I don’t remember,” laughs Ron. “I
was still in mum’s belly at the time.”
“We had some fun at primary
school,” he remembers. “One time
Alec Hughes and I were having a
competition to see who could piddle
the highest against the tin urinal in
the boys toilet. We got as high as
we could and then proudly wrote
our names in chalk next to our best
effort.”
Unfortunately the headmaster Mr
Isaac had no trouble in identifying
the culprits. “We called the headmaster ‘Popeye’ and he got it into
his head that by writing our names
on the urinal had somehow defiled
the Anzacs.
“For punishment Popeye locked
me in a dark storeroom. Fortunately
another teacher, Miss Stevens, saved
me and released me from solitary
confinement. And I still can’t remember who piddled the highest—Alec
or me.”
Ron attended Box Hill Technical
School the year it opened, in 1944.
“WW2 was still going then. I thought,
‘Jeez, if this war goes on any longer
I might get called up’.” Fortunately
for Ron and millions of other young
men around the world the war ended
in 1945.
After tech school Ron completed
his apprenticeship as a fitter and
turner and won the apprentice of
the year. “I was presented with a 10
pound cheque by Pattie Menzies,”
Ron says proudly. “I never touched
a lathe again after finishing my apprenticeship, but those skills came
in very handy after I had started my
own trucking business.”
As soon as Ron got his motorbike
license at 17, he was off to Mildura
where he worked fruit picking and
also packing raisins and sultanas to
be sent to England. Two years later
Ron returned to Melbourne and got
a job as a builder’s labourer, helping
to construct the Cottee’s factory

Still truckin’ on: Ron Day at home with one of his trucks and below with Jan in the 1950s.

at the end of Blackburn Road. But
fate would soon direct young Ron
towards a world of trucking.
“I bumped into Donny Mays and he
offered me a job as a tyre-fitter in the
truck service department of Beaurepaires in Flemington. But there was
a catch,” Ron explains. “He wanted
me to give him a lift to work. I had a
car at the time and readily agreed to
take the opportunity.”
A hard worker, Ron was quickly
promoted, firstly as a foreman and
then assistant manager. “I was on

the verge of being installed as Beaurepaire’s youngest manager when
a client, old Pop McPhee offered me
a job driving interstate. That was my
first taste of trucking and a stepping
stone towards buying my first truck.”
Ron was 27 when he started his
business. He bought a truck and
sub-contracted to Warrandyte Quarries and Grahams at Kangaroo
Ground. A bigger company Readymix bought Grahams out and that’s
when Ron began painting his trucks
the Readymix company colour, a

distinctive bright orange. Ron first
became aware of his wife Jan when
Kenny Donald approached him in
Les Gilholm’s shop (now Folk Art).
“Kenny said, ‘A couple of good
looking sorts have come to town,
but their old man’s a big bastard’,”
Ron recalls.
He says he was not to be deterred
by the size of Jan’s father and soon
afterwards they started going out.
The couple became engaged and
the engagement went on a little
too long for Jan’s liking and so they
broke up. Soon after the break up
Ron bought his first truck and he
went to ask Jan for the ring back so
he could buy a couple of tyres. A
practical man to the end was Ron,
but Jan sensed the lack of romance
in his demand and refused to give
up the rings.
Eventually Jan said to Ron, “We’ll
get married in six weeks or not at
all.” But Ron refused to be coerced.
“It will be not at all then,” was his
stern reply. Even though the stars
had dictated their eventual reunion,
it would not be at this time.
Jan remembers the day when Ron
changed his mind. “I was standing
at the bottom of Webb Street when
I saw Ron pull over in his truck. He
waved me over and said, ‘We’ll get
married in three weeks or not at all.’
And so we did,” chuckles Jan. “It’s
funny when you think about it!”
Jan and Ron have been married
for 57 years and regardless of Ron’s
initial reluctance, their union has
stood the test of time. They have

three children, Kelly, 54, Lisa, 53 and
Jamie, 48.
“We also have nine grandchildren
and two great-grandchildren,” Jan
chimes in proudly. Jamie lives with
his family in Hong Kong and Jan flies
over five times a year to visit. “I go
about twice a year,” Ron chips in.
Ron turns 85 this July and still has
one of his trucks registered so he
can do the occasional delivery or
two. Scattered across their beautiful property at Pound Bend are the
reminders of Ron’s business. There
are four trucks still emblazoned with
the Ron C Day logo, three tractors,
one loader and a bulldozer.
One of Ron’s hobbies is following
the career of TT racer Cam Donald.
Cam is his niece’s son and Ron has
been to watch him race at The Isle
of Man and also at the Macau circuit.
Ron is also busy ‘doing up’ a 1974
International Utility.
“I love Warrandyte,” Ron says. “I’ve
seen some lovely places around the
world but I’ve always been rapt to
come back home. The people have
been wonderful in this town. In all
the time I’ve been in business, I’ve
only lost five pounds as a bad debt.”
Jan agrees saying. “It’s the community involvement I love, knowing
all the people when I go down the
street.”
There is a small plaque sitting to
the left of Ron and Jan’s front door
and the words on it seem to describe
their connection to their friends in
Warrandyte. “True friendship is a
knot, which angels’ hands have tied.”
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Discovering a
dark beauty
THE low sun warmed the benches at the Friends of Warrandyte
State Park (FOWSP) indigenous
plant nursery and the bright
yellow daisies of the Variable
Groundsel caught my eye.
I stopped to photograph them.
The earlier chill was gone and a
colourful insect buzzed close to
my ear. It wasn’t a European wasp
or a honey bee.
When it stopped on the potting
soil and began to explore the
edge of the tube, I appreciated
the metallic blue-black abdomen
and the glossy red thorax while I
took photos. I could now clearly
see the glistening white hairs for
collecting pollen, on the hind
legs, indicators of a native bee
and a female; one of the solitary
nesting bees.
This one was different from any
I'd seen so far.
As I watched and photographed,
she circled inside the top of the
plant tube pot, scratching here
and there and poking her head
into crevices. Perhaps she was
looking for a place to dig a brooding cell.
How exciting to unexpectedly
find a native bee to photograph,
especially one that was new to
me. At home, the search began;
what could I learn about this
autumnal creature? The Australian citizen science website
BowerBird was my first source.
I vaguely remembered seeing
something similar that had been
uploaded by a bee-savvy friend
from Maffra.
When I searched his name under Australian native bees project, it was among his most recent
photos, and had the following
message: "Just when I thought the
bees were done for the year with
the recent cold snap, along came
this gal during a warmish break
in the rain. She was interested
in the old log full of grub-holes I
have provided in the bee garden.
She seems to be nesting in the
rotten 'knot'.... Again not a bee
I thought would be seen in this
habitat (semi-suburbia/rural) with
so little bush nearby.
“I have only previously encountered these bees well into
forested areas. I assume that it

nature

Act NOW on
Climate Change

By LINDA ROGAN

was attracted to the large Spotted
gum in the backyard as I couldn't
see it on any of the flowers down
at ground level, but [I] have seen
this species feeding on Leptospermums and Banksias."
I was almost certain my bee was
the same. I posted it on the website and was very pleased when,
within 24 hours, Ken Walker of
Museum Victoria confirmed the
name Callomelitta picta. This is
one of the group of Colletid bees,
called plasterer or polyester bees,
due to their method of smoothing
the walls of their nest cells with
secretions applied with their
mouthparts. These secretions dry
into a cellophane-like lining.
This genus is in the same tribe
as the Leioproctus bees that
are known to pollinate our rare
Rosella Spider-orchid. The genus,
Callomelitta, might be translated
as "little dark beauty" and picta
means painted, so perhaps Beautiful Little Dark Painted Bee could
be its common name. Perhaps it
would be so if I were allowed to
make up common names, alas, I
am not.
The only common name I could
find was one listed in PaDil website under pollinators— the less
imaginative Native Picta Colletid
bee. Both the genus and the species were previously unknown to
me; I wanted to find out as much
as I could about them. In my big
book of The Bees of the World
by Michener I learned there are
eleven species of this genus; all
are found only in Australia, most
in the east. Next I consulted the
Atlas of Living Australia website,
where I found this species was
most commonly reported in Victoria, with sightings also from South
Australia, Tasmania and New
South Wales.
Sightings were as early as December and the latest—when one
was videoed in Tasmania as it
explored a rotting log—was June.
It's amazing to have so much information so readily available.

A matter of
individual
responsibility.
Make your voice heard!

facebook.com/warrandytecan
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Youth
Men’s
perfect
start

By NICOLE HOWARD

THE undefeated Warrandyte Venom
Youth League Men sit on top of the
ladder after the first 13 games of the
Big V season, clearly establishing it
as the team to beat at this stage of
the season.
The young team, coached by
Beau Bentley, has defeated the likes
of Melton (twice), Warrnambool
(twice), Mornington (twice), Craigieburn (twice), Casey, Maccabi and
Chelsea so far, and eagerly await the
next challenger to see what its early
season dominance is all about.
The team suited up its youngest
team yet in the most recent win,
claiming victory 98-52, to move two
wins clear of second place.
Coach Bentley attributes the excellent early season form to a dedicated
and fitness-based pre-season.
“Our goal was to be the fittest,
hardest working team before the
season started and it is showing with
how we have been able to run teams
off their feet. Skilled players with a
strong work ethic is a great recipe for
success,” Bentley says.
The young squad has had a number
of contributors across the 13 games,
which is perhaps its greatest weapon. Opposition teams are having

trouble scouting the Venom, because
different players are able to provide
difficult match-ups all over the floor.
Coach Bentley believes the greatest
challenge for the outfit now is to deal
with being the team to catch.
“The main challenge now is that
we are the hunted. Every game from
here on in we will be seeing the best
from our opposition, as teams love to
beat the team in first place. We need
to ensure our players keep working
hard on the training track to ensure
complacency doesn’t set in and get
across to them that this solid start to
the season has come about by hard
work and we must sustain our training standards if we want to remain
where we are,” Bentley says.
Bentley has been working tirelessly
with other Venom coaches to ensure
the sustainability of the club’s success, not only for this season, but
also for seasons to come.
“As the Youth League coach I
am proud that we have such depth
coming through the club’s junior
ranks. We have a great crop of kids
playing in the Under 12, 14 and 16s
Venom teams who I’m sure we will
see in Big V colours in the not-toodistant future. It’s an exciting time
for the club.”

ZIPPETY ZAC
ATTACK
ZAC Stevenson of the Venom
Youth Men made it back to
back appearances on the Big V
Blue Carpet when he amassed
35 points and 15 boards, as
well as four steals in his team’s
98-52 victory over Maccabi recently. The Venom Youth Men
are undefeated with a 13-0
record. Zac and tthe Venom
return to the floor this Saturday
at home, taking on Corio Bay at
8.30pm.
Picture JENNY TREWELLA

Ellen hits
100 games
for Venom
and Aidan
is off to US
VENOM Youth League Women’s
player Ellen Pattison reached 100
Big V games recently.
Ellen began playing Big V in
2010 and was a member of the
2013 Youth Women’s championship team.
She also suited up in the Division 1 Women’s Grand Final series
in the same season, which also
won the championship.
So far in season 2015 Ellen has
averaged 10.1pts, 4.6reb, 1.6ass,
1.4stl per game, and had her
highest scoring game notching 23
points in 33 minutes.
Head on down to the Warrandyte Basketball stadium this Saturday night to catch Ellen and her
teammates take on Corio Bay at
7pm followed by the Venom Youth
Men at 8.30pm.
Meanwhile in other Venom news,
Venom D1 Men's player Aidan Ceh
has been accepted into the University of Great Falls in Montana USA
to play basketball.
Aidan will head over to join his
new team in the coming months.
More in next month’s Diary.
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Chasing Chastity

Import on fire
for Venom
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

Remember to stretch
Hey Mark,
I’m finding that my muscles are really tight after
a workout – what do you
recommend I do?
– Jess, Warrandyte North
Hi Jess,
there are plenty of advantages to stretching,
provided you do it right.
Stretching keeps your
muscles flexible and healthy, and
helps keep your body young. It
even helps prevent certain kinds of
muscular degeneration and reduce
risk of injury.
It’s a common misconception that
you need to stretch before you warm
up. Start off your workout with a
warm up on one of the cardio machines. When you take the trouble to
warm up, blood rushes to the muscles, making them more amenable to
stretches and exercises. Stretching
cold muscles is likely to hurt.
Start off with gentle stretches.
Don’t stiffen your limbs, but stretch
them easily. Also be sure not to hold
your stretches or stretch for too
long. If it hurts, stop at once. You
could injure a muscle if you continue.
Stretching is never supposed to hurt.
Muscles tend to stiffen immediately
after a vigorous workout. A stretching session after your exercise will
keep your muscles flexible and loose.
Ideally, stretching is about moving
a muscle to its full range and holding
it there for about 10 seconds before
you relax. This should be repeated
two or three times for each part
of the body. Do this after every
workout.
Stretching can benefit your mind
too. That’s why a lot of yoga exercises use different kinds of stretching.
Focus on the muscles you are stretching. Slow repetitive movements done
with controlled breathing are a sure
way to bust stress.
Get stretching!
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USBilly cart kings

IT may have been some time back
en’s
but the Diary felt it was important to
ed 100 recognise the feats of the Reid family
in the Warrandyte Festival’s annual
in
billy cart race.
the
It was Dylan's fourth time in the
pionadventurous race for our speed demons down “Police Street” and in the
Divifirst two years he finished outside
l series the place-getters, but not to be deterred he entered again last year and
also
the modifications by Dylan and his
n has dad Leo proved to be effective with
6ass, Dylan winning the big race. It’s proof
one should never give up in chasing
r
ing 23 a dream, no matter how big or small.
This year, despite hot competition from a crowd favourite Cherry
rans Sat- Bomb, Dylan was first over the line
again in a series of close calls. The
and her “rough and ready” billy cart nickay at
named Le Blob may need to come
m Youth out one more time next March before
he is deemed too old for this pursuit.
m news, Rumour has it that Dylan is enjoying
an Ceh riding his bike from Apollo Cycles.
Univer- Not to be outdone by his son, Leo
na USA entered the parents race and also
pulled off a win. We believe he was
in his very much looking forward to using
onths. his drinks voucher at the Warrandyte RSL.
y.

Southern comfort: Chastity Reed in action for Venom’s Big V State Championship Women’s team. Photos Jenny Trewella.

IF anyone’s heard a cheerful
“N’awlins” accent around Warrandyte recently, chances are you’ve
bumped into the community’s latest sporting import.
Chastity Reed, former WNBA
player and native of Louisiana, is
the Warrandyte Venom’s newest
star player. Having also plied her
trade in Europe, Chastity joins
Martino Brock as one of the two
imports the club has secured for
this season and she is loving the
opportunity to play Australian
basketball.
“Nicole Howard got in touch
with my agent and we thought
coming down here was a good
way to keep me in shape, because
right now is my off-season,” Chastity says.
The New Orleans-born basketballer was originally a footballer,
until realising she would have a
better chance of making an elite
level in basketball. After moving
to Dallas, she received a scholarship to college in Arkansas where
her coach and her team’s style of
offence allowed her to excel.
Now in the Australian basketball
system, there are a few things
Chastity has noticed.
“Over here, the players actually
have better fundamentals. But
overseas you probably find the
more athletic players. It’s funny
because I play tall in Australia, at
the power forward position, but
back home I was a guard.”
Adapting to Venom basketball is
something Chastity has enjoyed
and she hopes she can continue to
make an impact for the remainder
of her stay.
“I really trust my teammates
already and I love the ball in their
hands. I’m putting up some decent
numbers and I don’t usually turn
the ball over, so I think it’s going
well.”
The style of basketball isn’t the
only difference for Chastity, who
has also made observations about
the more easygoing mentality of
the Australian persona.
“In Australia people are more
laid back and easygoing, which is
nice compared with back home.
In Europe, people are really harsh
and will crucify you. I like it out
here because it’s a really close
community.”
Having previously played at the
highest level in America, after
being drafted into the WNBA in
2011, Chastity is under no illusions for her future basketball
goals.
“I want to be back in the WNBA
because I am sure that I can play
at that level. I know the girls who
are playing there now and I know
that I can compete,” Chastity says.
“I also feel I need to find a team
that suits me as a player. One with
a solid half court offence set that
suits my game. I just need to get in
the gym and do more so that I am
at my best.”
But for now, Chastity is focusing
on making the most of her time
here in Warrandyte. Her status
as an import runs out at season’s
end in July/August, and her time
abroad is something that she
believes more should have the opportunity to experience.
“I think Australia, Europe or
wherever should allow more imports, as many as possible. Staying
with Jenny Trewella has just been
fantastic, they have been really
great to me and it’s just been a
great experience.”
Southern charm: American import
Chastity Reed, from Louisiana, has
been starring for Venom.
Pictures JENNY TREWELLA
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Chink in Bloods’ armour
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

FOR the first time this year Warrandyte suffered defeat, falling in a thriller to its most dangerous opponent
Coldstream last weekend.
A seven-goal final term wasn’t
enough for Warrandyte to overturn
a three quarter time deficit, as
Coldstream hit the scoreboard just
enough to secure a memorable five
point win, 12.3.75 to 10.10.70. The
loss still means Warrandyte sit above
Coldstream due to percentage, despite identical records of seven wins
and one loss.
A closely contested game, goal kicking proved the difference in deciding
the match with Coldstream making
the most of its opportunities.
Warrandyte on the other hand was
slightly wasteful and apart from star
forward Ash Froud who booted four,
couldn’t make it happen.
The loss is a reality check for the
club, which has been the toast of the
town in recent weeks. A hard-fought
win against Nunawading in Round
7 was slightly marred by a poor
last quarter, in which Warrandyte
seemed slightly lackluster despite an
excellent first three terms.
Tireless work by Steve Harris off
half back was evident throughout
the first half and great midfield run
by James Appleby set up the Bloods
heading into the final term.
With a comfortable margin, Warrandyte noticeably relaxed throughout
the fourth quarter and allowed Nunawading to pull within three goals by
the final siren. The job now for coach
Tout and the leadership group is to
refocus the outfit ahead of the next
clash, after a break over Queen’s
Birthday weekend.
The one thing the side can rely on is
the goalkicking form of Ashley Froud,
who sits second on the Division 4
goalkicking table with 31 majors
to his name. The forward’s excellent form has been complemented
perfectly by Luke Dunn, who has a
handy 25 goals himself.
There were no such troubles for
the Warrandyte Reserves against
Coldstream, who dished out one of
the more embarrassing results of the
season, thumping the home team by
over 100 points, 19.25.139 to 0.2.2.
Gareth Hitchman had a day out up
forward, booting an impressive nine
goals, and Adrian Mifsud had the ball
on a string throughout proceedings.
The big victory was a terrific percentage booster for the Reserves,
who sit second on the ladder behind
undefeated Forest Hill. With seven
wins to their name, the Reserves
have looked lethal throughout the
season so far, with many players
pushing for senior selection.
The Under 19s continue to display a
little inconsistency, sitting 12 points
back of ladder leaders Surrey Park,
albeit with a game in hand. The side
has a record of four wins and two
losses, including a heartbreaking
two-point loss to main rivals Surrey
Park in Round 7.
Warrandyte faces off against Surrey
Park at Warrandyte Reserve this
Saturday (June 13), the first game
of footy at the ground in over three
weeks.
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Straight through the middle: Luke Dunn kicks a goal for the
Bloods recently while Arthur Lamaris (right) breaks clear.
Pictures SCOTT PODMORE

Zach Ballard’s big break
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

THE second brother in one of
Warrandyte’s best footy families, Zach Ballard, recently took
a huge step in his AFL journey,
playing his first game for VFL side
Northern Blues last month.
Brother of highly touted Fremantle youngster Jacob Ballard,
Zach, the Northern Knights
vice-captain and Vic Metro representative, earned a call-up against
Frankston on May 10.
For Zach, it was a day to remember.
“It was a great feeling to debut
in the VFL, I had a combination of
nerves and excitement in the lead
up,” Zach said.
Racking up 14 disposals, three
marks and laying an impressive
seven tackles, Zach was by no

means out of his depth at VFL
level.
The leap in quality was something the young midfielder was
well prepared for.
“For both development footy
and the VFL the intensity is super
high. It was definitely a step up
in the VFL in terms of the pace of
the game,” Zach said.
“As skills are cleaner and more
precise, your decision making
needs to be super quick to match
the pace of the game.”
Since debuting, Zach has barely
taken a backwards step, featuring
in two more games, including a
stellar display against North Ballarat which saw him named in the
club’s best.
The young former Warrandyte
star hopes he can continue to im-

press by doing the right things.
“I’ve felt I’ve strung a couple of
solid games together just by playing my role required for the team.
Yet there is definitely room for
further improvement and I need
to do so to hopefully cement a
more consistent spot in the senior side.”
The opportunity to play at VFL
level inadvertently allows Ballard
to share the field with AFL players from Carlton’s senior list, an
aspect the player has relished.
“It’s obviously great to play with
some AFL-listed players, it really
gives you an idea of where you
need to be at in terms of skill and
intent to play at that elite level,”
Zach says.
Playing alongside the likes of
established AFL regulars, such

as Matthew Kreuzer, can only be
beneficial for the 19-year-old, who
isn’t getting ahead of himself and
remains focused on contributing
to the team.
“I’m not really focused on the
next step at the moment. I’m really just focused on playing the
best footy I possibly can to help
us win games and keep striving to
improve my game.”
Working at the Grand Hotel Warrandyte, just as big brother Jacob
did before him, the strong-bodied
midfielder is every chance to join
his sibling at the highest level.
Unlucky to be overlooked last
time around, the whole Warrandyte community will be hoping
Ballard’s strong performances
earn him selection in the next
AFL draft.
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New boss at
Warrandyte
Cricket Club
By RYAN HOIBERG

WARRANDYTE Cricket Club is taking full advantage of its successful
2014/15 season with the aim of
presenting itself as a genuine powerhouse of the RDCA. At the most
recent annual general meeting, a
clear direction from the club with
a unified approach was announced,
resulting in several key changes at
the top end of the organisation.
Ben Taylor welcomed in his heir-apparent, Greg Warren, the former head
of selection for the senior club as
new club president, with Dylan Burns
installed as his vice president.
Mitch Gaffney will take over the
role of secretary after two informal
years of grooming from the outgoing
Justin Cleaves, while Mick Canty
retains his role as treasurer.
This new committee is a strong
mix of wise old heads and youthful
exuberance, with Taylor's stint as
president widely acclaimed as being
exceptionally successful.
Under Taylor's reign of four years,
Warrandyte Cricket Club has made
significant strides off the field.
Moving into a new, modern facility,
participation has continued to rise
across junior, senior and veteran levels, and a strong junior development
program is a shining jewel within the
local sporting fraternity.
On the field, Taylor has continued
to play First XI cricket and was a
member of the premiership squad
that broke the 31-year drought.
Following the announcement of
Warren as the new president, the
2014/15 clubman of the year identified continued player and leadership
development within the club as a
strong goal, which will feed into junior development squads to create
pathways for junior members to
transition into senior cricket.
Paired with this is a focus on
engagement with the Warrandyte
community as a whole, with players
being proud to represent the Warrandyte banner on a weekly basis and
the community respecting the part
that the cricket club plays within it.
Finally, the club hopes for a continued increase in participation across
all sectors of the community, with
the announcement that the club is
looking for expressions of interest
from local women and girls in playing
at the club.
Warrandyte ran a highly successful
women's cricketing program in the
past and is looking to re-engage female participation in the sport.
Warren and senior club members
would love to hear from any member
of the community who would like to
explore this opportunity by contacting Geoff on 9844 2423.

Is this our best kept
sporting secret?
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

UNLESS you’ve happened to walk
past the scout hall at Stiggants Reserve on a Sunday morning you’d
never know it existed. But operating
at that very scout hall is one of the
communities most exciting and fastest growing sporting clubs.
The Warrandyte Dojo, which practices the martial art of Aikido, was
founded in 2005 by David Davenport,
and is now overseen by fourth dan
trainer Rodrigo Castellanos.
The dojo, which operates under the
guidance of Aikikai Australia (the national sporting organisation), offers
classes for adults and children. In
fact, it’s becoming extremely popular
with kids in the past few months.
“Martial arts gives kids something
to do mentally and physically. It is
great to see them focusing really
hard on something and learning all
about the art,” Rodrigo says.
Castellanos, who has trained in the
art for over 20 years, teaches purely

for the love of the martial art.
“The organisation (Aikikai Australia) places a big part on its notfor-profit status. Instructors do not
collect pay, we teach because we
love to teach and want to help others learn about Aikido,” Castellanos
explained.
The martial art of Aikido has been
practiced since 1869 when ‘O Sensei’ created the form. The creator’s
grandson, Dosha Ueshiba Moriteru,
now heads Aikido internationally.
Aikikai Australia recently celebrated its 50th year anniversary, which
included a guest performance in
Federation Square by Moriteru.
Davenport, the original founder of
Warrandyte’s dojo, believes Aikido
holds many benefits for participants
and for the community.
“We are very active down at the
dojo, just for the love of it, and for
our contribution to the community.
Aikido teaches great physical and
mental skills and also teaches you to

be aware,” Davenport says.
Indeed, attending a session was eye
opening. Focus and concentration
gives way to releases of energy and
movements are extremely graceful.
Stretches and exercises give way
to practicing techniques, which
efficiently display how to use your
opponent’s body movements against
them.
“As a martial art if it isn’t aesthetically pleasing you’re probably not
doing it right. Aikido itself comes
from the art of sword fighting,” Davenport says.
“It’s very easy to hurt someone,
but it’s much harder to control his
or her movements and that’s what
Aikido is actually about. The art was
developed as a way of harmonising
with other people.”
This nature of the martial art is
certainly one of the most interesting
aspects. There are no competitions;
the aim is not to land blows, but
rather to work together in order to

best learn the most effective way to
control the human body.
With the children’s classes already
extremely popular on a Sunday
morning, the dojo hopes that adults
will also begin to explore the art of
Aikido with classes on Monday and
Thursday nights as well as Sunday
at noon.
Despite the class having a relatively experienced feel, newcomers
are certainly welcomed and given
every opportunity to learn safely
and efficiently.
“We are quite a senior class, but
there is also a good mix. We have
people who have been here for three
or four classes and people who have
been training for 20 years. People
have to learn to do things safely and
that’s our aim,” Davenport says.
People who have an interest in joining or finding out more about Aikido
and the Warrandyte dojo need only
contact Rodrigo on 0424 178 216 or
visit www.aikido.org.au for details.

Warrandyte Tennis Club a sure thing for title
By TRICIA BARRETT

GSD4 flag winners: (Left to right) Erin Theodore, Megan Wiltshire, Ruby Bradford and Victoria Wain.

FOR the first time Warrandyte Tennis Club has all four finalists in the
one section of competition, so with
WTC v WTC in one semi final and
WTC v WTC in the other, the club
certainly is a safe bet to take out
the title
After all of the hype, FAST4 tennis also kicked off at WTC. Eight
players out of the group made
their competition tennis debut and
the night provided plenty of fun
on and off the court.
Every participant plays three
FAST4 sets of tennis in one hour,
so no one can use the excuse that
they don’t have time.
Free “come try” sessions are
available, with a four-week comp
having already started on May 27.
Contact WTC to try this new and
exciting tennis format by phoning
Craig Haslam on 0488 722 538 or
see warrandytetennisclub.org.au.
So, what exactly is FAST4 all
about?
Music is played during matches
to create a fun, positive social experience for all players. If you’re
a past player who had to give up

tennis due to your busy life style,
or have always wanted to start
playing tennis, FAST4 social tennis
is the perfect format for you, with
two sections catering for both
beginner and intermediate level
players.
The format that has been taking
Australia by storm, first with the
showcase matches involving tennis
great Roger Federer, Aussie gun
Lleyton Hewitt and the Spanish
bull Rafa Nadal, has now landed in
Warrandyte.
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